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Selected As A- Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

/ Largest
*Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

7-=t

United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 3, 1957

S

Rottary Hears
Four Speech
Students

Mrs. G. B. Scott
In Fair Condition
After Heart Attack

First..
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

Don Bale Will Be
New Concord Speaker

Program Of
Work Chosen,
Homemakers

National VP
Of FFA Is
ker

WKC Track Meet
To Be Saturday

Vol. LXXV111 No. 106'

Joe McCarthy, Controversial
Senate Figure, Dies Thursday

The Western Kentucky Conference Track meet will be held
at Cutchin.s Stadium Saturday,
May 4th.
By HEREeERT FOSTER
Preliminaries will start at 1030_
and the finals at' 2:00 p.m. Some —invited, Press Staff Correspondeh
WASHUsiGTON j
Sen.. Jo200 boys are expected to enter
with eleven schools sendin'g full
teams. The eleven are composed
of; Fulton, Tilghman, Murras
High, Caldwell County. Madisonville, Henderson City, Henderson
County, Owensboro Senior, Days
iess County. Bowling Green and
Franklin Simpson.
The meet promises to be a
highly competive one and those
who have an opportunity should
be on hand to watch this fine
exhibition.

ed the illness 'only as "acute
Irnfritfdrale
4
Huron Jeffrey and four
cause of death as "acute hepatitic
: of Ter speech students
failure" — meaning; failnre ,of
gave the
By MRS. L. E. FISK.
i
program yesterday before
the liver US function.
County Publicity Chairman
the
'
Murray Rotary Club. Mrs.
Some medical authorities here
The program of Wtirk for the
Jef-'
Kentucky's .h igh est ranking
.
frey was introduced by
said all hepatitis (inflammation
coming year has been chosen
Verne
Future
Farmer
of
America
spoke
.S
Kyle, who was in charge
of the liver) in their -experience
of
by the homemakers of Calloway
to the Murray Training FFA
i
the program an& she in
was virus-caused. Others said
turn
County. The home demonstration
and
FHA
members
on
Wednessiay
Introduced the four speakers.
the term "acute hepatitis" could
work under the guidance of the
morning.
Miss Mary Jane Austin, Miss
also cover acute illness resulting
'Elitteusisin aervice is
Edwina Kirk, Miss Felicity Ha1from various forms . of. liver
is
Jerry
Ringo,
National
Vice
helping
women
become
more
ef. lanan, and Miss Kay
damage. .
President of the FFA organiza•
Parker,
ficient homemakers. Attention is
- 7 all of whom rated superior
The hospital would not or
tion. He has held the position
in
given these programs during
i the fegional speech festival, took
could not elaborate. How he
since the National FFA ConvenNational Homemakers Week.
5
'ipart in the program.
got the virus, if he did, or
tion in Kansas City last fall.
Lesson on food has been chosMiss Austin. Kirk and .Halwhether other factors caused the
Ringo is from Frenchburg, Ky.
en for the coming year. Better
lanan reacr'editorials and ,-, Miss-,
damage was not stated.
He is a former state public
nutrition and meal preparation ?
Parker spoke loo—skuvenile deSilent-- About Health - speaker champion and extempwill be The Intereststudied. An I
McCarthy kept a veil over
linquency.
oraneous winner.
fJon nate
outline for the year is as follows:
exact details of his increasingly
Both Miss Hallanan and Miss
September. landscaping: October,
Doti naje, neaa or the bureau
Jerry was the national winner
Mn. G. B. Scott
frequent trips to the hospital,
Parker rated superior at the
equipment; November, food; De- of instruction, State Department in the Farm Bureau talk
meet.
for a variety of stated ills, in
state speech festival.
1V4rs. G. B. Scott is in the cember, food; January. food; Feb- of Education, will
be the speaker He was selected by President
recent years.
Visiting Rotarian was Raymond Murray Hospital
recovering from ruary, landscaping; March. food; at the Commencement exercises Eisenhower to be the keynote
He had repeated operations on
Miller of Mayfield. Hiram Tucker a heart attak
suffered yesterday.
food: May food; June
ew Concord High School speaker at a farm safety con,Everett Cleaver, age 71, Route
a knee punctured by a piece
had as his guest Phillip D. Mit- morning.
crafts: September, 1958. man ay 16.
vention held in Washington, D. One, Almo, passed away yesterof steel while he was a Marine,
ch). L. D. Miller had John
Earlier in the week Mrs. Scott made fibers,,, October, selection.sit
received .hia- -lemen-- -C. _Ks- was -she -keynote
-at—the MU,ray Hospital-tat-recently sulTet
' O'Connor. Bill Wallace - had --at suffered
a cad"
a "wariiing" attack patterns.
tY5t education in Monroe, Hart at a similar convention in Chi- lowing a stroke.
or virus. He returend from Wishis guest Major George liallanan. which put
her in bed, but was • Much of the satisfaction of County and Hardyville, Kentuc- cago.
Senator
Joseph
McCarths
He
is survived by his widow,
consin during the Easter holiday
Ray Kern introduced his broth- not thought to be
serious. Yes- homemakers work is in the de- ky. He attended Campbellsville
Mrs. Onie Cleaver, Almo; six seph R. McCarthy died unex- with a high fever and entered
i er as his guest.
Ringo told the •Murray Trainterday morning she suffered the velopment of individCal women Junior College and received his
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy M a y pectedly Thursday night at the the Bethesda Hospital last SunBill Wallace reported an at- severe attack.
as leaders in their community. A. B. degree from Western. He ing members of his duties as Rodgers, Granite City,
Ill, Mrs. age of 47' but the cause of his day.
tendance last week of 90 per
National Vice President. He gave
She is reported in fair con- Each club sends leaders to
also
attended
the
'Bowling
Green
a
He died there at 6:02 p.m.
esnt.
dition today and resting fairly training school where specific Business University and later a brief history of all the national Eulsins Brown, E. St. 'Louis, Ill., fatal liver ailment remained a
e.d.t. Thursday after 'a severe
well. Mrs. Scott, a popular busi- information is given. The leaders received his M. Ar from Western. officers. He answered many ques- Mrs. Inez Miller, Paducah, Mrs. mystery today.
Nadine Carr, Granite City, Ill.,
•
The Bethesda Naval Hospital, five-day illness.
ness social and civic leader for teach their fellow club members
He ha's a wide background as tions about the FFA showing a Mrs.
klection For Successor
Imogene Roberts, Baton where he died, officially describa number of years, has been what they learn.
a teacher, principal and coach, vast knowledge of the subject.
His death could nit affect
Jerry is touring the United Rouge, La., Mrs. Leloris Lyons,
engaged in business with her
and has worked: in various decontrol of the Senate, which
Long Island, N.Y.; three sons,
two sons at the Scott Walgreen
partments of the state in con- States, visiting various chapters.
now lies with the Democrats
Ofus and Otto Cleaver of East
He
is
scheduled
Drug Store. Mr. Scott is assoto
travel
nection
50,000
with education.
FRANKFORT Rh -- Anglers
by one vote. Gov. Vernon ThomSt. Louis, Ill., Cecil Cleaver. Rt.
He became head of the bureau miles this year.
luck this weekend on crappie ciated with the Ryan Milk Comson of Wisconsin wet, thought
Two, Murray: four step-daughpany.
of instruction, -State Department
catches is expected to be better
likely. to -call a special election
The boys of Murray Training ters, Mrs. Robbie Hipp, Calif.,
of Education, on September of weri
than that of Kentuckians who
to fill the vacancy.
very honored to have Ringo Mrs. Reba Crouse, Route Two,
Murray lost the tapnis match 1956.
put aside a fishing pole for
visit ',heir chapter.
His bpdy was taken during
Murray, Mrs. Josephine Cleaver,
a
*which was played YesWerlaY att
racing form and try to pick the
the 201
seral parlors
Route Two,, Murray. Geraldine
Southern
Illinois
University,
to
Derby winner.
-C(.,styff
Sifins
Thomas, Ft. Wayne. Ind.; fifteen
university
the
4-5.
The state Department of Fish
—Hard la. the White Hoiest
grandchildren and four great John
Powless,
Murray's
numand Wildlife Resources reported
where he seldom was welcome
grandchildren.
ber one man. defeated Under—to await completion of funeral
Thysday that the crappie run
He was a member of the Dexwood
6-6.
Johnnyu-Ki
Murray,
ng.
arrangements.
Is continuing at Kentucky Lake.
ter Baptist Church where the
defeated Jarrett 4-6. 7-5 and
He left a grieving. beautiful
Crappie have moved to deeper
funeral will be conducted' Sat11-9..
Monroe
Sloan
of
•
Murray,
young wife of 31 years and an
water but good results are reurday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
lost
McRaven
to
7-9.'1-6.
Brooks
adopted daughter of five months.'
ported from fishing the bays and
with Rev. Paul Dailey and Bro.
DuNoy of Murray; lost to Gruen
He left enemies who at this
inlets in the early morning and
John Hicks officiating. Burial
The city and county ballots for 3-6, 9-7, 4-6. Dane Maddox of
time chose to follow the example
late afternoon.
will be in the Stewart cemetery.
the May 28 election were deliv- Murray defeated Shanklin
6.-4.
of one of his hardest-hit targets,
Crappie was rated as the top ered yesterday
Friends may call at the home
by the daily Led- 6-2. Larry Henson lost to Walker
WASHINGTON a? — Team- charges
former Secretary of State Dean
catch at Lake Cumberland where ger and
Monday before the AFL-• until the funeral hour.
Times to the office of 4-6. 2-6.
sters President Dave Beck turn- CIO
(Continued On Page Three)
water temperatures range as high the County
Executive Committee that
The Linn Funeral Home of
Court Clerk.
In the doubles match P-owless ed himself in voluntarily today
as 78 degrees with the lake clear
his giant union is dominated by Benton has charge of the funeral
The Ledger and Times receiv- and King of Murray were beaten to federal
authorities - for the corrupt influences.
to murky Catches have been re- ed
arrangements.
the ballot job -Yon April 23 by Gruin and Shanklin 7-5, 3-6 formalities
of arrest on income
puled at almost any hour of the and
Also Faces Thert Charges
delivered them yesterday, and 2-6. Henson and Maddox tax evasion
charges.
day.
On Wednesday. the Senate
ten days later.
of Murray were defeated by
Beck, already LP trouble with
Dale Hollow listed crappie,
Rackets Committee will resume
The well equipped plant of Walker and McRaven 1-8. 7-9. the Senate
A
Rackets. 'Committee its investigation
white bass, bluegill and black the
into charges that kallDert Hs
daily paper took the ballot
and AFL-CIO officials on charges
bass as the best bets. and Her- job in stride
Beck
used $320,000 in union
and produced it in
that he 'converted union funds
rington Lake offered crappie and record
funds for his own benefit. ComTed C. Gilbert', head of the
time, in spite of the high
to his own use, was indicted on
white bass.
mittee Counsel Robert Kennedy bureau of administration and
volume of job printing already
the tax evasion charge Thursday
Bluegill was reported the best in
said recently he felt the. commit- finance. Department of Educa
process.
at Tacoma, Wash. ,
bet at Dewey Laic* with crappie
tee could prove Beck "stole" the tion,l'rankfort, will deliver th ,
Thg ballot this year is a full
He was accused of evading
and bass catches rated as good. one,
commencement address at H
funds.
1
with candidates seeking
payment of $56,420 in taxes due
The anniial Father - Son BanHigh School on May 16.
every office in the city and
Major William Wallace
in 1950
quet of the Kirksey Chanter of
The indictment was handed
Gilbert
educated
was
Pinecounty.
The memorial fund for Police
The I.S. marshal's office here down after "intensive investigaA training course will be of- ,Future Farmers of America was
ville. Kentucky ands.received his
Over fifteen - thousand county Chief Novel McReynolds who was said it had
been advised that tions" of Beck's 1950 income tax
fered
for all persons concerned _Lotendeci by (o'er 100 members,
AZdegrees
B.
A.
and
M.
from
ballots were prirsted and over killed last week in the line of Beck
would appear v duntarily returns, the Justice Department
with
Roy
Scouting beginning to- fathers and guest at the Murray
also
Eastern
done
hag
He
gradfive thousand city ballots were duty ended today with Calloway
today for arrest and booking. He said in Washington.
night.
Mr. John J. Gough of Murray, prepared.
There
will be three ses- Wo_plans Club last night.
uate
University
works-al
the
of
citizens contributing $850 to the presumably then will
The Justice Department said Florida .-Ind University of Ken- sions in all with the newest 'Thib Darnell. chapter president.
have a
Kentucky, was among the nearly
The modern printing shop of fund.
preliminary hearing before a U.S. the return showed a net Income
five thousand people who signed the Ledger and Times,
things in -training techniques and presided at the event whiCh
tucky!
equalled
A check for that amount was commissioner.
also included a summary of,
of $46,398 and tax due of $15,the .guest register at The Upper in few towns the size
e has served as teacher, and know-how being used.
,fl
of Murray, turned over to Mrs. McReynolds
Beck had planned to go to At- 540 for 1950. But the department principal
Room Chapel in Nashville. The can
All sessions will be held on FFA farm work and activity in
of several schools and
handle
practically
any today by Mayor George Hart.
lantic City, N.J., today for a said Beck's . net income for OW
chapel, opened a little over four printing job generally needed
was Superintendent in London, Friday evening beginning at 7:30 1956-57.
by
The fund was started last Teamsters Union meeting.
The various proiects entered
year actually was $135
on Kentucky and Maysville.
and one-half years ago, already the public.
at the Administration building,
FraSis
and feats accomplished was deHe is scheduled to answer
(Continued On Page _hree)
draws visitors from every state,
He also received a good back- Murray State College.
Friday, May 3 the subject will scribed by various members who
at
many other countries.
ground in administration while
5.
participated in them Their supThe focal point of the chapel
in the army for four years. He be "What Boy Scouting Is." Friis the great, almost life-size wood
attended the Army Administra- day, May 10 the subject will be ervised farming budget was recarving of The Last Supper
tion School in Florida and later "Troop Operation." The final ported to be $266.75.
They were praised by noted
done by Ernest Pelligrini after
was an instructor there. He was session on -Friday. May 17 will
Cornmanding Officer of the Army have as the subject "Meeting guests for their wide community
the famous painting by Leonardo
service which. includes such projda Vinci This carving captures
Clerk School in Camp Crowder, and Activities."
Missouri for two years:
the moment when Jesus tells
Major William Wallace-wilt be ects as setting pine trees, imthe course leader and there will proving building and grounds
his disciples, "One of you shall
be other capable and experienc- and giving fruit baskets to uld**
betray. me." Set in a huge frame
Judge Lovett Is
ed instructors to conduct the people at Christmas. In all they
the ltrnewood and walnut caresessions and answer questions gave away grr-haskets to Kirksey
is more than eighteen feet
in
citisens last Christmas.
which may arise.
111/g. The artistry and skill of
MayorGeOrge Hart was acEvery scouter is invited to
the sculptor are apparent to
cepted into the simpler as an
attend.
even the casual viewer. Many
Honorary Member. and Honorary
visitors see it with a deep spiriJudge H. H. Lovett is seeking
degrees were awarded to oftual sensitivity that makes the
the office of Circuit Court Judge
ficers. A Chapter Sweetheart was
visit a religious experience rathof the 42nd Judicial District
also cho'sen.
er than merely a visit to a work
and not the office of County 1
Other officers besides Darnell.
of art.
Judge as stated in an advertiseincluded — Larry Smith. vice
ment yesterday. .
president: Rob McCallon, secreThe Ledger and Titnes regrets 1
tary: Charles Parker. treasurer;
MILWAUKEE
this error. Judge Lovett is the
—Dr. F. A. Ji.rrs- Tucker, reporter and Hal
present Circuit Judge and is Bull. a Milwaukee dentist, said Adams sentinel
seeking reselection to the office.' today he and most members of
his profession favor fluoridation
ONE ARRESTED
of water because it can reduce
tooth decay by 65 per cent.
City police arrested one perDr. Bull, long-time leader in
By UNITED PRESS
son on charges of driving under the fluoridation movment, outMADISONVILLE .1.1` — T h e
Southwest Kentucky — Fair
the influence of intoxicating liq- lined his views in, an interview.
war to wipe out the pesk5. `mosand rather cool today and touor. No other arrests have been
He,,
said that .if children get quitoes that have plagued westnight, high today 72. low tonight
made in the past two days.
prescribed dosages of fluorides ern Kentucky for the. paSt
47. Saturday partly cloudy and
few
from
'an early age and continue summers was bolstered tiy a
continued cool. South cntral -high
FIVE
FORECAS
DAY
T
getting them throughout life. shipment of 4.000 gallons of
7 , low 45.
DDT
Kentucky —Temperatures for they will have 65 percent
fewer Thursday.
-*- PROVID
NEW
the
period.
ENCE
five
rIAT
Saturday cavities than''. persons not getting
SCHOOL, 1902. Picture owned by Mrs.. Ivan Wilt ,n.
Aerial sprayifig operations in
Some, 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Top row, Brooks Oliver, Alvie Oliver, Maggie Wilson, Amy Haley, Mavis Dick, Pink Curd, Maud Duncan, through Wednesday will average flouridated Water.
mosquito breeding areas of HopLouisville 46, Covington 40, Pa..
,
six to eight degrees below—the
"The formative years when kins County, which got underducah 55, Bowling Green 45, Kenny Kennel, Ella Burton, NItirmon Duncan, Collie Lamb, Donna Wilson, Eunice Hart.
nortnal of 63. Cool throughout bone str icture and teeth are
I.!xington 51, London _AO and
de- way Tuesday. had "used up all
Second row, Lula Burton, Jim Dick, Bertis Wilson, Greg Miller, Katie Cherry, Gladys Gullidge, Roy Lantb
:
, the period, with only minor day- veloping. are the most important of the insecticide on hand. Hopkinsville '537
Bobbie Duncan, Elbert Allbritten, Emma Allbritten, Bruce WilAon, Annie Wilson, Mattie
to-day
changes.
Precipitati
will
on
_years
for
a
person
to get.fluoEvansville, Ind., A*,
Spraying operations will
Front row. Ivan Wilson. May Dick, George Duncan, Artie Hart. Miss Eunice Kindred, teacher, Fred Burton, average 1-4 to 1-2 inch, with 71-des," he said. Petsons writ) be- extended to Muhrienborg a n be
Lake Stages
d
Allbritte
Cassie
n,
Leon
-1444.ssidated—waterFields, Katie Gulledge,-Walter Wilson, Beb-A-FibrittenT-S -Iappie HartKentOcky Lake *wet 356.7 fee!,
-western KentuckySunday
and
Monday
again
and
adults
"get little benefit but they counties when the campaign
rise of .3 Ippt in 24 hours.
Kneeling, Tilman Lamb, Ewing Hart, Ditzler Duncan,.Kelly Dick.
around Wednesday.
do et some." '
. _ oomph:Led in .1144,14kin, .C.44u1
—41.4.-
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MURRAY POPULATION 19,100

• .

Almo Man
Passes Away

Anglers Luck
E..pected Good

Scout Course
To Be Given
To Seiouters

Murray Falls To "
Illinois University

Balfots Are
Delivered hi
Record Time

eek Is Arrested
On Tax Evasion

Kirksey FFA
Father-Son
Banquet Held

Hazel To Have Ted
Speaker

Memorial Fund Is
Turned Over To
Mrs. McReynolds

ailihn J. Gough Is
Upper Room Visitor

Seeking Circuit
Judge Office

Fluoridation Can
'Reduce Tooth Decay
By 65 Per Cent

I I Weather

War On Skeeters
' Is Continuing

Report

t

7
•
•

•
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a
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Quigg Looks
For Boiled
Octopus
DOC QUIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
BARCELONA. Spain -IP — Aro
of yeertilks ever'eatany octopus
boiled in its own ink? I thought
njg. Nei/her hive I. Furthermori.
I am beginning to believe alio,
isn't any such thing.
In two countries, now — Portugal and Spain — I have been
beggiag fiir a dish of * octopus
boiled in its own ink, a coalblack Mess which was described
to me before I left home as a
gourmet's ,,,,delight in the fishy
restaurants that abound on the
rim of the Mediterranean.
arhe ink — the,alaff an oetopui,
in peril Squirts out into the
water to gets its enemies smoi,bound. • or maybe smink,-bound
—Ls supposed to give the -dish
a flavor all its own, I have eaten
seal and penguin
a blutibery
menace.- if not prepared with
care i at Little America. and
have -come through
unsearred.- 'so I thought perharo
a 'hip or two of tentacle in
ink would be *a reportial duty
Ink Eradicated
All the restaurants I have
inSitul_ are fresh out. They have
Wel645us. but with the ink er:t
Portugal —has-- -po:v.
-baby octopus with rice. Incidentally. it also has "peseada".
a• fish whose name is also another word, the past tense of
the verb "to fish." Hence, the
old Portuguese saying: "Pescada
Is a fish that is fished lief o
it is fished."
In a Spanish sea food restaurant. I asked hopefully.. for the
dish I am willing to sacrafice
myself for. Ah.they said.' we
know, the "clarares en su Urea
—baby. octopus in its own ink.
They were so sorry. Not tonight
Maybe I could gtlit • some in
Italy when I go there, they
suggested. I'll try. But without
hope
Meanwhile, there is Barcelona
to enjoy, a lovely city with
beautiful tree-lined avenues in
which there is a rugged battle
being waged by the two. colas.
Pepsi and. Coca. There is musicr
dancing .in. the streets. and a
sweetheart of a hotel named
the Avenida Palace. in which
our touring press group is staying.
. Myr room has a phone in the
•
bathtub.
A -Roaring" Conversation
This is an extension of the
ilhone beside the bed. It is
mounted on the wall at the
end
rear (that is. non-faucet
of the tub. As soon as I arrived..
I began taking a shower and
then realized my bag had not '
been delivered. I put down the
soap. picked up the phone. and
called a member of our party
to see if he were in the, same
, a:55 a, r taring in
fix. Then.
the phone as ht.-answered.
-What's that noise"I asked.
"My shtwer." he said. "I'm in
it."
•
The. hotel has such inspirations as a magnifying mirror !
in- the 15-17/W?sritt for shaving or
crimping. complete. with .tiny
light that illuminates your face
but does-mot lit your eyes. It
ha, colored faucets, red for hot
and blue lOr cold, to keep you
from getting confused.. It "ha%
maids who dash into your room
every tirne you leave, to straighten things up. and whisk away
any chance dust specks.
Barceloha can show .you the
'rv-tro)t where Christopher Columbus'
stepped off the first boat from '
the new world, to report to the
queen. It also -can show you
store windows with phonograph
records featuring such quaint •
Rock ASpanish numbers 3s ,
round the Clock" and such old
Spanish music master as Wingy
Manone and Lionel Hampton
like

..••••
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SUGAR CURED

NATIONAL
41(r-

ENTER

$60,000

PRIZE

CONTEST!

$ sz

29c

Strained Foods 3/ 29c

I

LARGE -- SLICED or BY-THE-PIECE

GERBER'S ORANGE JUICE

SNOWDRIFT

5 cans 49c
Cie 1 can for lc

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST JUICY

Skonless

LEMONS

89c

WIENERS

DOG FOOD

Big Brother FROZEN ORANGE JUICE

3 Cans Reg. Price

CAN - e

GROUND BEEF 3i98!

GODCHAUX

SUGAR
FIELD'S PURE LARD

AMERICAN ACE TEA BAGS

And You Get

1

BIG BROTHER
BEEF STEW
. 1S-oz. Can

.

29c

And You Get

BEEF HASH

c
FOR 1

- 15-oz.

Can

BUSH

1it- Atb._. Ns;
(øW1 fragrances
Detightfut

s
PINTO BEANS

AMERICAN ACE

A

YOU
GET

noly.k.

89c

CUT GREEN BEANS SWEETHEART SOAP
•

POTATO CHIPS

WAXTEX

WAX PAPER
100-Ft.

cat
wa
as

to
pr.'

da:
.1
wh
ba!
rin
wIt

bet

U

-: MUG FREE —

LAY'S

an
Th
Is
Cr
Wa
poinl
la t

COFFEE

Pilli•SPICE•Mitir

'‘1:1°Itlerit
ALP 0 $ ...)a •!!it
DEO (:>RANT

lui
ca
th-L
pu
rai
De

an.

At

—AND

NABISCO
RITZ CRACKERS

RED CROSS
MACARONI

H IPOLITE
CREAM
MARSHMAL'W

LINIT
STARCH

STARCH

KARO SYRUP
RED LABEL

2for 29c

2 for 15c

qt. 49c

ARGO

DULANEY

Regular Price

FROZEN
FOODS
Potato Patties
12-oz.
19c

PICKLES

Sliced Peaches
12-oz.
25c

29c

QUART -

WHITE - 1-Lb. Bag

is
car
dot
the
da
the
his
bet
the
in

STARK1ST

the
eve
vis
tua
"is
er
of

PARKE
• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

SKINNER

It A

SPAGHETTI
10-oz. Cello Bag

19c

SOUR

Food
Market

• F riendly Courteous.Service

• Phone 1061

Kr
fiv
the
Ro
eh(
an(
dr

POPSR1TE

POP CORN

GET

PARAMOUNT

TUNA
GREEN LABEL

2.9

BLUE RIBBON

TISSUE
4-ROLL PKG.

35c"

1
1

and
nig
47.
eon
7t

Lot
-due

Hot

rise

115—o—

-

ter
Ca]

KREY BONELESS. READY TO EAT

NO FALSIE ALARM
MIAMI IP —A set of falsies
touched off a 84.000 fire at s
laundry and dry cleaning plan'
early Wednesday. A plant'operator said; the7sponglilartibber figure
aids apParent:y were left in a
dryer with other clothes during
the night and exploded from the
heat
•
HE SAW THE LIGHT!'
KNOXVILLE. Tenn (71 —The
judge deallOwed Arthur L. Burnet" claim that a green light
gay(' him the right of way when
he drove through an intersection
here without stopping and wai
attested. Burnett. was fined $150
-tf .r drunken driving after a
urliccman testified there is no
traffic tight at the corner in

ha
ch
0'

• er

SANTA'S LITTLE HELPER
DALLAS. Tex. ffP —Dee Dee ,
Dobbs couldn't 'understand how
her cat persistently reappeared ,
in the house after she had firm•--;•-#..- escorted it out-side :-and barred all entrances Wednesday night
5he stayed tip to find out. Before 1,,ng the ca! -came sliding
down the chimney.
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IN OUR 78th YEAR

Rotary Hears
Four Speech Students

Mrs. G. B. Scott
In Fair Condition
After Heart Attack

Program Of
Work Chosen.
Homemakers

Don Bale Will Be
_
New Concord Speaker

Buren Jeffrey .and four
oft
.
; speech students gave
the
program yesterday before
the
Murray Rotary Club. Mrs. Jeffrey was introduced by
Verne
kyle, who was in charge ot
the, program and she in turn
ihiroduced the four speakers.
i.- -Alias . Marry Jane Austin, Miss
'4-•:--iidwina Kirk, Miss Felicity
Hal• l lanan, and Miss Kay
Parker,
I all of whom rated superior in
t‘I'the is,gional speech festival, took
part in the program.
Miss Austin, Kirk and Hallanan read editorials and Miss
Parker spoke' on juvenile delinquency.
Both Miss Hallanan and Miss
Parker rated superior at the
state speech festival.
Visiting Rotarian -Was Raymond
Miller of Mayfield. Hiram Tucker
ha ri.,,, as his guesj..Phillip D. faitelk A. L. D. Miller had John
O'Connor. Bill Wallace had as
his guest Major George Hallanan.
Ray Kern introduced his brother as his guest.
Bill Wallace reported an attendance last week of SO per
esnt.

i :
i,
l!

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

WKC Track Meet
To Be Saturday

National VP
Of FFA Is
ker

The Western Kentucky Conference Track meet will be held
at Cutchins Stadium Saturday,
May 4th.
Preliminaries will start at 10:30
an,
at 2:00 p.m. Some
200 boys are espected to enter
with eleven .scimuls sending full
teams. The eleven are composed
of; Fulton, Tilghman, Murras
High, Caldwell County., Madisonville, Henderson City, Henderson
County, Owensboro Senior,. Daviess County, Bowling Green and
Franklin' Simpson.
.
The meet promises to be. a
highly competive one and those
who have an opportunity should
he on hand to watch this fine
exhibition.
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Joe McCarthy, Controversial
Senate Figure, Dies Thursday
By HERBERT FOSTER
ed the illness ' only as • -acute
.
ftress -6taff---GorrespondentWASHING'fON :IP
Sen.
cause of death ai "acute hepatitic
failure" ,- meaning failure of the liver. to function.
Some medial authorities here
said all hepatitis (inflammation
of the liver) in their experience
was , virus-caused. Others said
the teem "acute hepatitis" could
also cover acute ellness_trtneffillek°
'•
from various forms of liver
damage.
The hospital would not or
could not elaborate. How he
got the virus, if he did, or
whether other factors caused the
damage was, not stated.
Silent About Health
McCarthy kept a veil over
exact details of his increasingly
frequent trips .to the hospital,
for a variety of stated ills, in
recent years.
He had repeated operations on
a knee punctured by a piece
of steel while he was a Marine.
He recently 1 ,Sriffered a cold
or virus. He returiend from WisSenator Joseph McCerthd
consin during the Saster holiday
seph R. McCarthy died unex- with a high fever and entered
pectedly Thursday night at the the Bethesda Hospital last Sunage of 47 but the cause of his day.
He died there at 6:02 p.m.
fatal liver ailment remaMed a
e.d.t. Thursday after a severe
mystery today.
The Bethesda Naval Hospital, five-day illness.
tlection For Successor
where he died, officially describ:His death could not affect
control of the Senate. which
now lies with the Democrats
by one vote. Gov. Vernon Thomson of Wisconsin was thought
likely to call a special election
to fill the vacancy.

By MRS. L. E. FISK
County Publicity Chairman
The program of work for the
Kentucky's highest ranking
coming year has been chosen
Future Farmer of America spoke
by th homemakers of Calloway
to the Murray Training FFA
County. The home demonstration
and FHA members on Wednesday
work under the guidance of the
morning_ .agricultural Extension service is
He is Jerry Ringo, National Vice
helping women become more efPresident of the FFA organizaficient homemakers. Attention is
tion. He has held (he position
given these programs during
_since the National FFA ConvenNational Homemakers Week.
i
tion in Kansas City last fall.
Lesson on food has been chosRi1140 iS. from Ereoehnorg,.
en for the eorning year. Betterf
He is a former state public
nutrition and meal preparation !
speaker champion and extempwill be the interest studied. An
oraneous winner.
Don bale
outline for the year is as follows:
September.
Don
landscaping
October,
male,
;
neao or the bureau
Jerry was the national- winner
Mrs. G. B. Scott
equipment; November, food; De- of instruction, State Department in --the Farm Bureau talk meet.
Mrs. G. B. Scott is in the cember. food; January. food;-Feb- of Education, will be the
speaker He was selected by President
Murray Hospital recovering from ruary, landscaping; March, food; at -the Commencement exercises, Eisenhower
to be the keynote
a heart attack suffered yesterday April, food; May food; J u n e, at New Concord High
Everett Cleaver, age 71, Route
School- speaker at a farm safety conmorning,.
crafts; September, 1958, man - on May 16.
vention held in Washington, D. One, Almo, passed away yesterEarlier in the week Mrs. Scott made fibers; October, selection of
Mr. Bale received his elemen- C. He was the keynote Speaker day at the Murray Hospital folsuffered
a "warning" attack patterns.
tary education in Monroe. Hart at a similar convention in Chi- lowing a stroke.
which put her in bed, but was
Much of the satisfaction of County and Hardyville, Kentuc- cago.
He is survived by his widow,
not thought to be 'serious. Yes- homemakers work is in the de- ky. He attended Campbellsville
Mrs. Onie Cleaver, Almo; six
Ringo told the Murray Trainterday morning she suffered the velopment of individual women Junior College and received his
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy M a y
severe attack.
as leaders in their community: 4. B. degree from Western. He ing members of his duties as Rodgers. Granite City, Ill., Mrs.
She is reportaid. in fair con- Each club sends leaders to a also attended the Bowling Green National Vice President. He gave
Eulsine Brown, E. St. Louis, Ill.,
dition today and resting fairly training school where specific Business University and later a brief history of all the national
Mrs. Inez Miller, Paducah, Mrs.
well. Mrs. Scott, a popular busi- information is given. The leaders received his M. A. frorn Western. officers. He answered many quesNadine Carr, Granite City. III.,
tions
about
the
ness social and cisic leader for teach their fellow club members
FFA
showing
a
has
He
a wide background as
Mrs. Imogene Roberts, Baton
a number of years, has been what they learn.
a teacher, principal and coach. vast knowledge of the subject.
Rouge, La., Mrs. Leloris Lyons,
Jerry
is
touring
engaged in business with her
the
'
United
and has worked- in various deLong, Island, N.Y.; three sons,
two sons at the Scott Walgreen
partments of the state in con- States, visiting various chapters.
Ofus and Otto Cleaver of East
He
is
scheduled
to
Drug Store. Mr. Scott is assotravel
50,000
nection with education.
FRANKFORT 4P -- Anglers
St. Louis, Ill., Cecil Cleaver. Rt.
ciated with the Ryan Milk ComHe became head of the bureau miles this year.
luck this weekend on crappie
Two, Murray; four step-daughof instruction, State Department
catches is expected to be better pany.
The boys of Murray Training ters. Mrs. Robbie Nipp, Calif.,
of Education, on September of weri yea,
than that of Kentuckians who
honored to isaye._Ringo. _Mis- _Reba_ _Crsg.ise. Rou_te__TAIL
Murray
lost
the
-1836,,
terints
matett
put aside a fishing pole for a
-vtifi '.heir chapter.
Murray. Mrs. Josephine Cleaver,
%vhich
played
was
yesterday
&Ls
- .
the 201
racing form and try to pick the
parlors
Route Two,,, Murray. Geraldine
Southern
Illinois
University,
to
of Costpii -rawilIs *Sits EtDerby winner.
Thomas, Ft. Wayne, Ind.; fifteen
the university 4-5.
--Hard la the White House
The state Department of Fish
grandchildren and four great John Powless, Murray's numwhere he seldom was welcome
and Wildlife Resources reported
grandchildren.
one
ber
man.
defeated
Under-to await completion of funeral
Thirsday that the crappie run
He was a member of the Dexwood
6-6.
Johnny
King,
Murray,
arrangementS.
is continuing at Kentucky Lake
ter Baptist Church where the
sjefeated Jarrett 4-6, 7-5 and
He left a grievink. beautiful
Crappie have moved to deeper
funeral will be conducted SatT1-9.
Monroe Sloan of Murray. '
young wife of 31, years and an
seater but good results are reurday- afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
lost to McRaven 7-9. 1-6. Brooks
adopted (laughter of five months.
ported from fishing the bays and
with Rev. Paul Dailey and Bro.
DuNoy of Murray, lost to Grtifn
He left enemies who at this
inlets in the early morning and
John Hicks officiating. Burial
The city and county ballots for 3-6, 9-7, 4-6. Dane Maddox of
time chose to follow the example
late afternoon.
will be in the Stewart cemetery.
the May 28 election were deliv- Murray defeated Shanklin 6-1,
of one of his hardest-hit targets,
Crappie was rated, as the top ered yssterday
Friends may call at the home
by the daily Led- 6-2. Lan')'Henson lost to Walker
former Secretary of State Dean
WASHINGTON
= Team- charges Monday before the
catch at Lake Cumberland where ger and Times
until
the
funeral
hour.
AFLto the office of 4-6, 2-6.
sters President Dave Beck turn- CIO
(Continued On Page Three)
water temperatures range as high the County
Executive Committee that
The Linn Funeral Home of
Court Clerk.
In the doubles match Powles,s ed himself in voluntarily today
as 78 degrees with the lake clear
his
giant
Benton
union
charge
is
has
of
dominated
funeral
the
by
The Ledger and Times receiv- and King of Murray were beaten to federal
authorities for the corrupt influences.
to murky Catches have been re- ed the ballot
arrangements.
job on April 23 by Gruin and Shanklin 7-5. 3-6 formalities of arrest
"onincome
plied at almost any hour of the and delivered
Also
Faces
Then Cnarges
them yesterday, and 2-6. Henson and Maddox tax evasion charges.
day.
On Wednesday, the Senate
ten days later.
of Murray were defeated by
Beck, already in trouble with Rackets
.Dale Hollow listed crappie,
Committee will resume
The well equipped plant of Walker and McRaven 1-8, 7-9. the Senate
Rackets Committee its investigation into
white bass, bluegill and black the daily
charges that
paper took the ballot
and AFL-CIO officials on charges Beck
bass as the best bets, and Her- job in stride and
used $320,000 in union
produced it in
that he 'converted union funds funds
rington Lake offered crappie and record time,
for his own benefit. ComTed C. Gilbert. head of th,
in spite of the high
to his own use, was indicted on
white bass.
mittee Counsel Robert Kennedy bureau of administration and
volume of job printing already
the
asion
charge
Thursday
Bluegill was reported the best in process.
said recently he felt the commit- finance. Department of Educaat Taco
taxii:s, Wash.
bet at Dewey Lake with crappie- -- The ballot
tee could prove Beck "stole" the tion. Frankfort. will deliver the
this year is a full
He
was
accused
of
evading
and bass catches rated as good.
funds.
commencement address at Hazel
one,' with
candidates seeking
payment of $56,420 in taxes due
The annual Father - Son MinHigh School on May 16.
every office in the city and
Major William Wallace
i:Met of the Kirksey Chapter of
in 1950.
The indictment was handed
Gilbert
educated
was
Pineat
county.
The. memorial fund for Police
The U.S. marshal's office here down after "intensive investiga- ville. Kentucky
A training course will be of- Future Farmers of America was
and received his
Over _fifteen - thousand county Chief Novel McReynolds who was said it had been
advised that tions" of Beck's 1950 income tax A.'13. and M. A. degrees from fered for all persons concerned :Mended by over 100 members,
ballots were printed and over killed last week in the line of Beck would
appear v-duntarily returns, the JuItice Department Eastern. He has also done grad- with Boy .Scouting beginning to- fathers and guest at .the Murray.
five thousand city ballots were duty ended today with Calloway today for
Woman' flub last night.
arrest and booking. He said in. Washington.
Mr. John.
J. Gough of Murray, prepared.
uate work at the University of night. There will be three sescitizens contributing $850 to the presumably then will have
Rob Darnell. chapter president.
The Justice Department said Florida and University of Ken- sions in all with the newest
a
Kentucky, was among the nearly - The modern printing
shop of fund.
'preliminary hearing before a U.S. the return showed a net income
things in training techniques and Presided at the event which
five thousand people who signed .the Ledger and Times, equalled
tucky
A check for that amount was' commissioner.
also included a summary of
of $46.398 and tax due of $15,the guest register at The Upper Tn leW towns the size of
He has served as teacher, and know-how being Used.
Murray, turned over to Mrs. McReynolds
Beck had planned to go to At- 540 for 1950. But the department principal of several schools and
All sessions will be held on FFA farm work and activity in
Room Chapel in Nashville. The can
handle
practically
any, today by Mayor George Hart.
195 57.
lantic City, N.J.. today for a said Beck's net income for that
chapel, opened a little over four printing job generally needed
was Superintendent in London, Friday evening beginning at 7:30
by
The fund was started last Teamsters Union meeting.
he various projects entered
year actually was $135,226 on Kentucky and Maysville.
at the Administration buildin
and one-half years ago, already the public.
Friday.
and feats accomplished was deHe is schedpled to answer
1
(Continued On Page Three)
draws visitors from every state,
He also received a good back- Murray State College.
Friday. May 3 the subjs.(' will' scribed by various members who
ground in administration while
all many other countries.
partirioated in them. Their supin the army for four yearS. He be "What Boy Scoutinils." FriThe focal point of the chapel
attended the Army Administra- day. May 10 the subject will be ervised _farming budget was reis the great, almost life-size wood
ported to be $266.75.
Troop
Oner on." The final
tion School in Floridal and later
carving of The Last Supper A
They were praised by noted
riday. May 17 will
was an instructor there. lie Was session on
done by Ernest Pelligrini after
giiests for their wide community
the .subject "Meeting
Commanding Officer of the Army have
the famous painting by Leonardo
service which includes such projctivities."
Clerk School in Camp Crowder. an
da Vinci This carving captures
ects as setting pine trees, imMaj4•
years.
William
Missouri
two
for
Wallace
will be
the moment when Jesus tells
proving building and grounds
course
the
leader
there
and
will
his disciples, "One of you shall
and giving fruit baskets to older
be
other
capable
and experiencbetray me." Set in a huge frame
ed instructors to conduct the People at Christmas. In -Of they
the limewood and walnut cars,gave away 80 baskets to ICirksey
sessions
and answer questions
inL is more than eighteen feet
citizens last Christmas.
which may arise.
1(114/. The artistry and skill of
Every scouter is invited to -Mayor George Hart was acthe sculptor are apparent to
cepted into the chapter as. an
attend.
even the casual viewer Many
'
Honorary Member. and Hotiorary
visitors see it with a deep spiri4ridge H. H. Lovett is seeking
degrees were awarded to oftual sensitivity that makes the
e office of Circuit Court sludge
fieers. A Chapter Sweetheart was
visit a religious, experience rathof the 42nd Judicial, District
alsi:t chosen.
er thIn merely a visit to a work
and not the 'office of County
Other officers besides Darnell.
of art.
Judge as stated in an advertiseincluded - Larry Smith.- vice
ment yesterday.
president: Rob MeCallon. secreThe Ledger and Times regrets ,
tary; Charles Parker. treasurer;
this error. Judge Lovett is the: MILWAUKEE slit -Dr. F. A. Jerry TuCker, rePorter and
Rat
present Circuit Judge and is Bull. a Milwaukee dentist, said Adams. sentinel
s
seeking re-election to the office. today he and' most members of
his profession favor flouridation
ONE ARRESTED
of water because it can reduce
tooth decay by 65 per cent.
City .pOlice arrested one perDr. Bull, long-time leader in
By UNITED PRESS
son on charges of driving under the fluoridation rnovment, outMADISONVILLE -IP - T h e
Southwest Kentucky - Fair
the influence of intoxicating liq- lined his views in an interview.
war to wipe out the pesky mos
.
.
and rather cool today and touor. No other arrests have been
He said that if children get quitoes that have, plagued
west-,
night. high today 72, low tonight
made in the past two days.
prescribed dosages of fluorides ern Kentucky fur the past
47 Saturday partly cloudy and
few
from an early age and continue summers . was bolstered by
continued cool. South cntral high
a
FIVE DAY FORECAST,
getting
them
throughout
life,
shipment
of
gallons
4.000
of DDT
7t
, low 45.
Kentucky -Temperatures for they will have 65 per cent
fewer Thursday.
the five - day period. Saturday cavities than persons not
NEW PROVIDENCE SCHOOL, 1902. Picture owned by Mrs.. Ivan WilLin.
getting
Aerial- spraying operations in
Some 5:30 a m temperatures:
Top row, Brooks Oliver, Alvie Oliver, Maggie Wilson. Amy Haley, Mavis Dick, Pink Curd, Maud Duncan, through Wednesday Will average flourfdaied water.
mosquito breeding areas of HopLouisville 46, Covington 40, Pasix to eight degrees below the
"The!,formative years when kins County. which. got under-.
ducah 55, Bowling Green 55, Kenny Kennel, Ella Burton, Murmon Duncan, Collie Lamb, Donna Wilson, Eunice Hart.
normal of .63. Cool throughout'
str icture and teeth are de- way Tuesday, had used up all
L.sicington 51. London 50 and
Second row, Lula Burton, Jim Dick, Bertis Wilson, Greg Miller, Katie Cherry, Gladys Gullidge, Roy Lamb, the period. With only minor day- bone
veloping. are the most important of the insecticide on hand.
Hopkinsville 53.
Bobbie Duncan. Elbert Allbritten, Emma Allbritten, *Lice Wilson, Annie Wilson, Mattie Fields.
to-day changes. Precipitation wilt years for a person to get.fluoEvansville, Ind , 48.
Spraying operations will
Front row, Ivan Wilson, May Dick, George Duncan, Artie Hart, Miss' Eunice Kindred, teacher,- Fred Burton, average 1-4 to 1-2 inch, with rides." he said. Persons whb be- ,extended In Muhlenberg a r.beA
Lake Stages
showers
thunderstor
or
ms
about
gin taking fluoridated water as other nearby western Kentucky
.4(esitui y bake tes41 358.7 feet, Cassie Allbritten, Leon Fields, Katie Gulledge, Walter Wilson, Bob Allbritten, Scranie Hart.
Sunday and Monday 4nd again ;adults_ "get little benefit but they counties when
rise of .3 foot in 24 hours.
the campaign is
Kneeling, Tilrgan 14mb, Ewing Hart, Ditzler Duncan, Kelly Dick. around Wednesday.
do get some." '
-'"Aimpleted in Hopkins Coanty.

Almo Man
Passes Away

Anglers Luck
E-.pected Good

Scout Course
To.Be Given
-To %titers

Murray Falls To
Illinois University

Ballots Are
Delivered In
Record Time

4

eck Is Arrested
n Tax Evasion

Kirksey FFA
Father-Son
Banquet Held

Hazel To Have Ted
Gilbert.As Speaker

Memorial "Fund Is
Turned Over To
Mrs. McReynolds

Nan J. Gough Is
Upper Room Visitor

Judge Lovett Is /Seeking Circuit
Judge Office

Fluoridation Can
Reduce Tooth Decay
By 65 Per Cent

_Mg.*

1 1 Weather

War On Skeeter:
Is Continuing
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sing. Tom Brewer sufing
teh away the sin of the world."
se of the year
fered his second lu:
From the clean beasts and-fowls
for the Red Sox, who played
that had been preserved in' the
without the services of slugger
ark, sacrifices were made upon
PUBLISHED BY LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHENG COMPANY. lac..
the altar in the form of burnt
Ted Williams, confined to his
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, earl The
hotel room with a cold.
offerings. With the worship of
Antes-Herald October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January
those eight people around the al11, 1942.
SUMMER OYSTERS SAFE
tar God was .highly pleased. From
By
JAMES C. NLLLIAMS, PUB1.ISHER
that altar there ascended a sweet
By FRED DOWN
burgh shortstop Gene Baker, obsavour signifying., that the burnt
United Press sports Writer
tained in the deal with the Cubs,
The head
CHICAGO
Dr. H. C. Chiles
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
It's plain today those obituaries set up a three-nth rally that car- of the National Fisheries' Institute
offerings were accepkible to God.
ee Pulalia, Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
Ere the smoke heel .eTeared away, of Rubin Ratans'.defnase as ai ried the Braves to their 11th will reports that oysters, lung _bailee"interest ef our readers.
God pledged that' never again star pitcher were somewhat pre- in 13 games. Hank Aaron had ed to be safe for eating only in
alrf
would He smite every living thing mature.
five hits in six tries as Lew months with an "R" ''in the
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE VeITMER CO., 1368
NATIONAL
Gcd's Plan and man's Response Irustraung the etiorts of the de- as He had done in the flood.
Three straight losses this year *Burdette won his third game of nante, are good to eat the year
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan I Our knowledge of creation rests ceiver to drag Hint intd sin
were
on toe of lak season's so-so 19- the year with aid from Red around. Frank W. Wilkisson told
live_ Chicago; Si.) Bolystme SG Bostog.
i entirely upon divine rev-elation. available to them. -Three times
18 record had the experts count- Murff. Johnny Powers tied the a convention of thc fishing ining Robin "out," but the burly game in the ninth with a three- dustry Sunday that with modern
itatervd at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for traosaaaakaa as The Bible makes it clear that the Christ met Satan's onslaughts
Creator preceded His creation. In with the Word of God saying, "It
Philadelpiia Phillies' right hand- run pinch-hit homer.
Second Class Matter
prqcessing methods the bi-valves
the beginning God created the is wriaten." But Adam and Eve
er proved Thursday night he's
Don Blasingame single home are perfectly sale to eat during
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c. per heaven and the earth". (Cancels did not quote God to Satan as
still "foot it" with a 4-2 victory Eddie Miksis in the 16th to give the aummer.
Eac. In Calloway and &dr.:emus o)untaes, per year $3.50; else- 1:1). Having made the earth and, they should have dune. Conscious
over the Chicago Cubs in which the Cardinals their marathun win
furnished it for man's habitation, of the fact that they were disowhere, $5.50.
he allowed only three hits and over Brooklyn- and their fifth
God created man inHis own image. bedient sinners, Adam and Eve
B0 N US
BURIAL .
Herman
struca out 13. The strikeout totol consecutive_ ___LriUrriph.
FRIDAY- MAY 3:
*I. The Creation of Man. Genesis feared the presence of.1G66r.
was the highest of Robin's per- Wehmeier went the first 12 innSin began with our first parI:27-28.
sonal career and established a ings for the Cardinals before
GREENSBORO, N. C lIt- An
In this chapter we are told a- ents and a was passed, on to all
major league high for the cur- giving way to winner Larry
advertisement by Hargett's Fubout the three persons of the of their descendants. Sin so perrent campaign.
Jackson.
Trinity counselling together. The meated man that his whole being
neral Home in Wednesday's morHoak Sparks Redlegs
Roberts, who had a 4.33 earned
Trinity consunea, agreed and at- came unaer its defilement.' Even
ning newspaper announced: "We
Ledger tit Times File
major
a
set
who
Don Hoak,
ciaed to make man. Liud the rath- the thoughts, intents and purposes
run average after losing his first league mark by striking out six give Top Value stamps."
er is mentioned (verse 1,), also of the humanprad were given to
three starts_ retired the first 12
es a /oar. _ago_ May, 2,, droe
•
e Holy -Stant --(verse
altlarT-after Milt
Ittatra-Carafam N'etertir;-tni
in five runs -with, four hits in
the
Robert
sin094
man's
acNot
without
Mrs.
aetais
were
'Long,
'made
when
Dale
was
nothing
them.
evening
of
six
out
JiThursday
last
was honored
Cincinnati's third straight vicPiful but "every imagination of the I
. Williarns attic', Mrs. W. T. Howard were'hostesses at a Son (John 1:3).
W L Pct GB quired from the Pittsburgh
tory. Hoak's fourth hit, a single
I
spell
was
the
heart
result
only
oughts
his.,
the
of
was
broke
creation
Man's
Wednesday,
rates
10 2 .833
dessert bridge 'party and misc'ellaneo'us shower at the
through a drawn - in infield.
Chicago
and
. of God's sovereign ciecisiortase. evil continually." What an awfull New York
2 with a homer in- the fifth
/
•
8 5 .615 21
knocked in the two ninth - inn. home of the latter.
same
of
of.
Scene
state
fuitGod's
corruption!
the
That
to
in
order
.20, in
Lee Walls, obtained
8 6 .571 3
ing runs that gave the Redlegs
Funeral services for A. L "Andy" Rhodes, 68, were particular purpose(iA
other
ve.r 26), and utter wickedness and corruption, i '"'sturi dir
Chicago's
7 6 .538 3a/ trade, knocked in
Cleveland
the decision.
held Sunday afternoon at .the Murray First • Methodist
to the !
seventh.
Gods direct and inunecuate which .,was quite
VOUCH 0111 FOR COSILY
7 8 .467 4½ run with a triple in the
City
Kansas
in
was
1)).•
God,
Sawyer
f
4
1
..
-B.
B.
Rev.
a)
and
Jr..
'Mullins,
It
Rev.
,T.
Church.
.
act (verse 27). God purposed ail-seeing
Walt Dropo's grand-slam homBrave, Keep Rolling
6 8 .429 _5
Baltimore
TERMITE 0AM1iCE'
.
•
•
, -"officiated.. _
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Obituaries. On„Demise Of Robin

SUNDAY SCi-tuot.

Roberts Are Somewhat Premature

LESSON

10 Years Ago This Week

American League

lie *cue Sec
"FLYING ANTS"

Yesterday's Reedits

Today's Games

•

ou Read The Want Ads?

Tomorrow's Games

MURRAY LOAN CO.

LINDSEY'S

National League

1

Tal _The Voters

•

Chosen by more

1. E

-OF THE FORTY-SECOND JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY

Yesterday's Results

Today's Games

I

._5everal Weeks ago you were informed through
the bew.papt.rs that I would seek re-election to the
office of Circuit Judge. Following the usual custom,
I am now publicly announcing my candidacy for
the Democratic nomination to this office. I am a life
long Democrat, and have 'never sought office on any
other ticket. Yet I know full well that when elected,
I Must give unbiased and unprejudiced service to
all people regardless of their political or religious

Buchanan Bros.
SERVICE STATION
4th and PINE STREETS
MURRAY, KY.
SINCLAIR

* FEATURING
have been a licensed lawyer •longer thari„any
believe that
other active attorney in the district.
my .experience and knowledge of the law qualifies
me for the position I now seek and which I .have
held for the past ttiree years. The position of Circuit Jtidge _often calls for quick decisions ,ag---to the
hie and, as to the means of rendering justice unto
nfl iitig,nt-.. It; is' important that -all persons who
-s in courts shall have a fair and imparhave.
tial ht7arthg of their cause and almost equally • as
iml,ortant that they leave the court room with the
feelinc-that they have. been fairly dealt ivith by the
court.. These ti-ings I have endeavored to do and
shall covtildie to• do for 50 long as I hold this iiosine‘er and shall. never seek to punish
tion.
anyon, tor his failure to agree. with me t,oliti-ally
or other'.'.

PRODUCTS

Tomorrow's Games
St. Limis at Brooklyn
Cincinnati at New York
Chicago at Philadelphia
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh

Fight Results
By United Press_
-REVERE, Mass. -- Burke Emery, 166, Sherbrooke, Que., out:
pointed Bobby King, 172, Everett,
Massa (8):'
LOS ANGELES - Julian Vel.aquez, 130, La Habra. Calif.,
knocked out Jimmy Moser, 130,
Los Angeles, (6).

Friendly - Courteous - Experienced

MATE PLEADS LONELINESS

Service

Jim Buchanan

DAIRY BABY

Noel Buchanan

1

••
AMERICAN tilt - Oracelet and
MISS AMERICA - 17 jewels. un
r combined in one ItlaMCWOUS
Witt ,
le mainspring, expansion
MARINA MAS111118/11N -21 Ow. ensemble. 17 mwels, unbreakable MILMA MAROONS LA PETITEbracelet $3.1.71
23 !ewes. 2 diamonds, toned to
Cis S ;recision adsustnnents, in- mainspring MII.S0
si, precision arhustments, unbreakable mainspring $311.711
breakable mainspring. $511.50

LOS ANGELES 4.11 -- Mile
11abert Biggs was granted -a"
divorce Wednesday on the ground
that she was lonely. Her exhusbands owns a burlesque theater. ,

by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division

you for pa4z latara and
-iii;t to ti, a1114-----44-14
the many, many expressions of friendship and good
will, awl halo. that I may cloitinue to merit your
: :ioport 1.tat influence. I will be busy with the
1o. iii ,
dutie-'of the- office
througtiout all the remaining
.
the prir-nry and will not 'be able to call
clays
upon ou at your Lorne, and places of busine-s. and
that you ,,nsider this my personal appea l
tor your tote and influence. •

SENATOR 17 menu, snort resistant
unbreakable mamsPring, loI•aIV
pansion band $31.75

rce

Very truly yours

H. H. Lovett
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A Class For All Ages This
Ye,ar, So Try Your Luck

•

The Ledger & Times
FISHING CONTEST

The mammoth Ledger & Times annual Fishing Contest will - begin
May 3 at 12:01 a.m, with three divisions in the running for twenty
big bundles of prizes which ale all the worthwhile fishing for.
For the first time in the history of the contest, there will be three
divisions. class "A" will consist of adult males; Class "B" will be
foe WIN= and Class "C" is the division for boys and girls under 16.
°IMMO*, the contest will be operated as before with the point
11711111111:1111 effect. Everyone is eligible to enter the contest with the
TIMFS and CQMRof. the,, LX3F4
CIA")'tIHERMEN. • •

— An
,ett's Fuay's moriced: "We

•

division Classes
Points
1. Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught on
artificial or live bait
2. Crappie caught on live bait
3. Crappie caught on artificial bait
4. Bluegill caught on artificial or live hait
5. Catfish emitht TM pole or line
6. Striped Bass caught on artificial or live bait

(May :3 through August 12, 1957, inclusive)

lst-35 2nd-20 Lake or'stream where caught
lst-35 2nd-20
County
1st-35 2nd-20 State
lst-30 2nd-15
1st-, 23 End—ti^ Rod Used
lst-35 2nd 20

Fishing License No,

Test

Leader

Test

ucah. Ky.
3-6696
Reference
Work call

,ER CO.
hone 262
011/
1
2
,
1 1111111111111

Kind of fly, plug or live bait used

News.

New Evidence. TRY
THESE FOR „SIZE
Thrills World
CATCHES
Of Ichthyology B4

LURES

by HUSH PUPPY

We have printed the rules of
the contest which begins today
and to clarify a few vital points,
a summary will accompany today's colume.
1

Reel

Rules
1. The contest is divided into
three divisions, Class A-- men;
Class B — women; Class C —
minors who have not reached
their 16th birthday. Each class
-WIN be awarded a grand prize
for the individual compiling the
, greatest number of points at the
conclusion of the contest.
2.The person in each class
whoiobtains the greatest number
of 'points from all divisional
classes will be declared winner
of the contest in their respective
'class and awarded the grand
prize. All other 1st and 2nd class
winners will receive prizes as
indicated.
3. Points will be awarded upon the basis of the largest fish
by weight with the entrants being'..totiffed. each week through
the Ledger & Times Fishing

BIG PRIZE.LIST

R

Fishing Contest
THE LEDGER AND TIMES
by JIM DUMAS
Murray, Ky.
CLASS A ( ) CLASS B (
CLASS C ( )
(Class A — Contest for men; Class B — Contest for women;
Class C — Juniors who have not attained 16th birthday at time of
Because of the backing from
catch. If entry is by a junior write age, birth date on border.)
our faithful sponsors whose ads
I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the appear in this
section we are
following statements are true:
011.t to Pr9Sifie....Y.nti with anather.
Fishing Contest which we hope
will integrate within the entire
Community.
Weight
Length
Girth

Line

World's
Control

ISI
I
R AY

e, earliest

Color of plug or fly pattern used
entry wins.
5. Contest open to fish caught
between May 3 and August 12, As close as possible, list exact site, approximate depth where fish
_
t
inclusive.
was caught and time of day:
6. The object of the contest is
to enter as many times as possible in each division class and
thus acquire the greatest possible
number ft points so as to win
the grand prize.
If requested to do so by the judges, I agree to furnish an af7. No one connected with. the
Ledger & Times, any sponsors fidavit attesting to the truth of the above statements.
BE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADDRESS
or commercial fishermen, or
Telephone
Kentucky Cake guides will be Caught by (signed)
eligible to receive any prizes. I —
City
State
8. Entry blanks may be ob- !Address
tained at any sponsoring business I —
house whose ad appears in the Fish witnessed and measurements verified by:
Fishing Section of the Ledger & 1. Name
2. Name
Times each Friday, or direct
from the pages of this paper.
Address
Address

First of all, our sponsors hold
the real key to your fishing
success, we are merely a conveyor of the infofmation and
fishing tips which they prescribe.
They know what tackle is best
suited to catch,the- 'sBig Ones."
They possess the scales to weigh
your catch. Our sponsors can
answer your questions, tell you
where the fish are biting. In
addition they are equipped with
entry blanks and will assist you
in filling them out.

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK (ir — The world
of iFtithyology which __15_111 e
science of fish is excited and
thrilled by concrete evidence of
where the Atlantic salmon spends
its time between its departure
from the river of its birth and
its return for breeding purposes.
A salmon from the J31ackwater
River, Scotland, was caught
spending this interim time in
an arm of the sea indenting
the southwest coast of Greenland,
about 1,730 miles from home
base. That may be a record
for known Atlantic salmon travel.
But precious little is known
/Bout - siltere these magnificent
fish go once they swim down
to tide water from their native
rivers in America and Europe
and put Mit to 'Sea. When they
depart on this adventure the
first time, they're babies, hardly
six inches long.

2/3
ACIVAIL
SEM
The Baby Bomber is the answer to the ever-increasing demand for a small quarter-ounce
deep diving hire. The Baby Bomber is ideal for the many new
lightweight Glass and Bamboo
Spawning is no less arduous
for the Atlantic salmon — it is
no less emaciated by it. But
it gamely returns to the replenshing sea and within a year
or two or three May be back,
strong and vigorous, to spawn
again.

ENIX

They will provide you with
Sea Does Wonders
any line if fishing material you
When they return to their
need at reasonable terms. They
on Concord Highway
native coasts six or seven months
gladly furnish you any .inf
SCOTT-ATWATER MOTORS
Titer„they're at least 16 inches
tion with a friendly and warm
long. So sea travel does wonders
BOATS
MINNOWS - FISHING
smile — which will make your
for them. But where they travel
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
stay on the lake all the more
in the Atlantic has always been
OIL - FI
.
SHING LICENSE
pleasant.
a mystery. The 'new. evidence
ARCRERY EQUIPMENT
They are located at various "hints" that Scottish salmon
travLIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
points near the lake and will el to America.
BOATS and MOTORS
always be on or near your route.
This doesn't mean, of course,
Also they tell us about your suc- that the salmon bred in New
cess and we in turn let the pub- England and Canadian rivers
lic know what a skilled fisher- favor European waters. But it
man you are.
gives at least some illumination
About the point system, we on the mysterious seaways of
enclosing
photograph
a
myself
clear
of
am
and
I
the
short
fish
and
a
said at that time that an Inletter describing how I caught the fish to gain 10 extra PoilltS• point out that the number of these fish which find their way
dictment was expected.
points listed in the rules section home no matter how far away
The two - count indictment (Check here if you are doing this for the extra points ( ).
(1st, 2nd) applies to each divi- they wander.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
marked the "culmination of in•
sion; the first largest catch made,
The female salmon caught in
tensive Investigations' begun
Soft
DRINKS TACKLE
say crappie with live minnow, the Blackwater was stripped of
t. • ,
(Continued from Page OW ,
early in 1954 by the Internal
ICE CHESTS
will be established as the leader her eggs to provide part of
\
• 1
which the correct tax would Revenue Service and followed
by
in that class and until someone the essential raw material for
have been $71.960—$56.420 mare a review of
the evidence by juselse hooks a bigger one, he main- a salmon hatchery. After this ,
•thi 2 was paid.
I am trying to locate a very
tice investigators, the Justice Detains the top number of points was done, she was tagged and
(Continued from Page One)
The second count of the in- partment said.
exclusive group of men, or at
BOTH CRUSHED
Acheson. Acheson said it in for that class. When that hap- turned loose.
dictment oharges Beck with aidEach of the two charges car- least a very small group. The
and BLOCK ICE
Latin: "De mortuis nil nisi pens he fall's to the 2nd place
That happened Nov. 23, 1955.1
ing in the preparation of a fraud- ries a possible maximum
UNKNOWN
SOLDIER
buried
was
sentence
bonum" — "Of the dead say in points (say twenty).
On October 15. 1956, less than
ulent information return from of five years' imprisonment
National
Cemetery
Arlington
at
-• or a
Of coarse the object is to work year later, she was caught a
nothing but good."
the Joint Council Building Assn., fine of $10,000
or both upon near Washington, D. C. on Nov.
President Extends Sympathy
in each class and compile as second time, but in Equaluq
a Teamsters Union real estate c-mviction.
—
414
So.
4th St. —
11th 1921. For the occasion one
President Eisenhower, who had many 'overall points as possible Fjord on the southwest coast
company.
hundred eighty men and nine
trouble with McCarthy almost for they are totaled at the end of Greenland. Greenland authorofficers were selected from the
Indictment Expected
Unemployment compensation was 13th Engineers for the Honor from the begining of the GOP of the contest and the prizes in ities returned the fish's tags to
Beck cited possible income tax granted to a woman
awarded on the Scottish ichthyologists, W.J.M.
worker who Guard. The 13th was stationed president's first term, joined Mrs. each division are
charges in refusing to answer quit her job because
Menzies and W. M. Shearer.
"my boss at Ft. Humphreys, now Ft. Bel- Eisenhower Thursday night in that basis.
qultions before the Senate corn- gave too little to do
We might pass a tip, you so
The -Scots have been tagging
and I was voir at the time. I was a member sending "profound sympathies to
mittee last month. His attorney bored."
Mrs. McCarthy on the grievous called members of the weaker salmon fpr some time, hoping
of the Honor Guard. These are personal loss
she has suftained." sex get in there and pitch. You're to - locate their sea feeding
the men that I am trying to
Of McCarthy's death, Eisen- entirely in a separate divisi
grounds. They have had signs
locate for the purpose of or- hower said
only that he had and you can catch a fish as easy that Scottish salmon swim off
1
ganizing a reunion to be held "just
been informed of his sud- as catching a husband.
eaward toward the west and
at Arlington. I am wondering den passing."
The kiddies under 16 are in northwest. But they had no idea
r
If you could put a notice in your
Former President Truman,' Class "C" and I'll almost bet they swam so far.
naper about this project. I am whose administration
was bitter- now that some freckled.' face
U. S. Mystery Too
ROUTE 6
hoping that among your readers ly attacked by
McCarthy, said junior comes up with the biggest
What is a mystery to the
there might be some one that he was "very
sorry" to hear of them all.
Scots, is no less a mystery
Turn
Off Highway
could assist me in finding the of his death
• Reasonable Rates - CotThis colume -will appear in ichthyologists on this side of
and would send
94E Near Murray
men from your State that were condolences to the
tages, Motel Rooms, Aeach Friday edition of the Ledger the
family.
The fish go to
In the unit. As I look over "I'm at odds with a lot of & Times and-lets start today — sea asAtlantic.
partments.
babies. When they return
4504,4"-.
those names that I have not people but
that doesn't mean I you should have begun at 12:01 they are adults. Some swim back
• Tennis
heard from I find Marion Bas- hate them," Truman
COTTAGES
- SAND BEACH
told re- this morning — lets show the up their native rivers to spawn
• Golf
ford. That is the only one that porters. "Let's not
dig up a lot world what fine fishermen we when only a year old. But others
COMPLETE DOCK
Age
being
as
place
I
Ken.from
can
• Water Sports
of old dead horses."
linger in the home tidewaters
all are in Calloway County.
FACILITIES
tucky, but there were others. If
AdIal
Declines
Comment
fisherman
for
should
a
while
bass
The
use
anerput
to sea again
• Swimming in our beautido this I will be forever
you
BOATS - MOTORS
Adlai E. Stevenson, two-time a line of no more than twelve Without hating enterd. These.
ful filtered swimming
grateful even though none of Democratic
presidential
BAITS - GAS - OIL
.however,
candidate
return when another
pOund test; a-s heavier one will
pool.
your readers know or can help who also was bitterly
attacked not cast at all well, especially breeding seasoil comes along.
PICNICING FACILITIES
me. I find as the list of those by McCarthy; *aid "I
think „I'd with lighter lures. Furthermore, • The Atlantic% salmon (genus
that I have heard from grows better not comment."
WE INVITE YOU TO ENJOY
•`"Ave'
a soft, non-waterProof line will salmon) is rated by many fisherthat many of them are no Icinger
— FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS —
Vice President Richard M. Nix- cast much better than a hard, men as a smarter and more
in their home state or town. on called McCarthy a controverwaterproof one, though it will sporting- fish than its Pacific
I am from Alabama. The list sial figure who must be evaluatnot wear nearly as long, and the relati.e. For one thing, the Pacific
At The
,are about the same of the living ed by history but added, "his
front end will need itfrire careful" salmon breeds only once. After
and those that. have gone to friends and many of his critics
more frequent the eggs are laid anu fertilized,
watching and
join this Unknown Boy we laid fvill not question' his devotion
breaking off. A small, light reel both male ar-t female seem to
to rest these many years ago.
to what he considered to be geared for lighter lines works lose all interest in ide. and
at
.
Leon Sides
the best interests of his coun- best with this.
die.
"ON THE SHORES OF BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE"
1506 Pacific Ave.
try."
You'll find out that a small
Route 6
Tacoma 2, Washington
Phone 1D-6-9331
A close associate, Sen. William spinner — often a tiny one —
E. Jenne': (R-Ind.), saind Amer- will take more big fish when
ica has lost a fighting patriot, the water is extra clear — ,or
a courageous man who has been the day extra bright—and you'll
willing to pay the price for learn that a slow-moving spinhis convictions and for his coun- ner will often get the big fish
try."
when a fast moving blade will
Maj. Gen. Ralph W. Zwicker, not. Don't forget that big fish,
once told by McCarthy that he like big people, are slow movers
was "not fit to wear that uni— vary the speed, fisher-people.
form," said throught an aide
It is a good thing to be able
CHICAGO
The Amer- in Japan where he is now staican Meat Institute, working with tioned: "No comment." McCarthy's to take son or daughter out onto
the waters for fishing fun —
Department of Agriculture and final Senate fight was
a futile
• RODS • REELS • POLES
Department of Labor figures, efforrt to block the promotion brings them closer — makes
other betreports that it takes 171
/
2 minutes of Zwiclser, a key figure in them understand each
• HOOKS
• LINES
ter — and that ,goes for both
to earn enough for an average the Senatiir's 1954
4.
batele with Father and Mother.
pound of that
•
SINKERS
the 'Army.
When you are trolling don't
That is about 40 per cent of
'
she discouraged if you don't get
the amount of work it took for
BACK TO LIFE .
EVERYTHING
strikes right away -i- the fish
the same pound of meat in 1919.
may be at the level that you
TO SUIT THE
Both beef and pork are at
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich —IA— have your spinners — go down
e••
record price-time lows. Beef is Thre Grand
FISHERMANS NEEDS!
Rapids men listed to the bottom and then experiworth about 20 minutes a pound as killed in
visit action on the city's ment at different depths — you'll
and pork around 14 minutes a temporary
World War II mem- find you don't have to use the
pound.
orial have been presented the "silver" hook to take a mess
The calculations were based on bronze
plates
bearing
their home for the wife.
an average hourly wage of $1.98. names.
The men, listed as missing
The average price per pound of in action,
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
were in prison camps.
Dayan Takes Vacation
meat in 1956 was 57.8 cents.
with HUSH PUPPIES
In 1919 the average wage was
Quakes Shake Teheran
ROME tIPI —Israeli chief of
47.7 cents an hour and the averWE DIRECT YOU 10 THE BIC, ONES
TEHERAN tIfi —Earthqures
* ON Br aUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE *
staff Moshe Dayan slipped into
age price per pound of meat was shook the heart
of the mi dle , Rome incognito today and Italian
35.4 cents. •
East Wednesday night and earls"' sources
said he planned to conThe AMI also noted that per today, killing at
least 25 persona tinue his vacation in Italy decapita consumption of meat in in Iran and
Turkey. Egypt and spite the troubled situation in
the United States last year hit a Greece also
reported trembrs but Jordan. Dayan 'Its been on
record high of 1631
'z Mile From City Limi Is On Concord Road
/
2 pounds
no casualties.
'
,
leave" from his post since the

SPORTING GOODS

Murray Coal & Ice Co.

Beck - - -

1

Letter To Editor

i

il
1

Casting Rods, witli lightweight,
free running reels, and light
lines from 6 to not over 15
pound test. The BB like its
counterpart, the Midget Bornberette, is also the answer to
the spinning 'rod enthusiast's degortf-istglring-dii'ing
lure.
The BB has the. ,samit action
and features as its larger brother, the Regular Bomber, except
that it is a slow sinker rather
than a floater. It is a medium
deep diver that will run 'from
4 to 6 feet in depth on a normal
-cast and retrieve.
Still greater-depth Can be obtained by allowing it to sink,
or by trolling. It a designed to
maintain its enticing action at
slow or fast speeds of retrieve,
and true operation is assured at
all times by its adjustable eon-necting link. For, further information write the Bomber Bait
Company, Gainesville, Texas,

1

McCarthy...

't

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE OUR LIVING!

IRVIN COBB RESORT,Inc.

for the VACATION
YOU'VE DREAMED OF ,

lt

A MITEtite••1 is
IMIOO, LiM
I. $5s.50

1

FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS SERVICE "

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD
MODERATE PRICES

Lynhurst Resort

HOME OF THE RIG

Meat Price.Low
In Working
Time Sense

Your family
will favor

our fine food

FISHING CONTEST
Prizes Galore !
444

A

When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food ...
-

•

SUE & CHARLIE'S

ONE STOP -

for LUNCH - BAIT - SUPPLIES - ICE - GAS OIL

MORGAN'S GROCERY

-P
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Women's Page

Weddings
Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor..:Phone 694-M-4 or 7634
Good School Lunch
A Must For Kids

SOCIAL CALENDAR

MADISON, Wis. 0/4 —A sandwich and soft drink "are not
Friday, May 3
sufficient for a child's lunch."
The United Church Women of
warns Dr. Carl N. Neupert, Wis- Murray and Calloway County
consin health officer.
will observe May fellowship day
with a pot luck luncheon at the
"A child's lunch should pro- College Presbyterian
Church at
vide at least one-third of the twelve-thirty o'clock.
daily food requirements." he said.
••••
-Whether eaten at home or at
—
- school, it should include one
Saturday, May 4
The Woodmen Circle Juniors
hAlf pint of milk; a substantial
protein food such as meat, egg, will meet at two-thirty o'clock
cheese or peanut butter sand- at the W.O.W. Hall for the
wich; a vegetable or fruit or regular May meeting and to
both; whole grain or enriched plan summer activities.
• • ••
bread and butter."

Neupert said -11iol-Tood
eThe Lottie Moon Circle, of the
sirable but not necessary.
The health officer didn't limit \VMS of the First Baptist ChurFla
lunch requirements to the food, will meet at the home of Mrs.
Henry Warren at seven-thirty
alone. 4 o'clock.
"Adequate lunches, eaten .int
• •••
pleasant surroundings, will Con•
The Business Women's. Circle
tribute much to a child's emolional health as well as to good of the WIVIS of the First • Baptist
Church will meet at the home
nutrition," he said

SCOTT DRUG CO.
ION SPECIALISTS"-

"PR
Corner

at

F.R
AO
piU
YE Y
NDAAM
SCOUTS!!
AND EARN PRESTIGE AND A PRIZE — YOUR
CAMPERSHIP FOR THIS YEAR by filling out

GIRL

• • • •

Delta Department
To Meet Tuesday
,

Girl Scout Council Day Camp

signed
regiotered.Scout. Troop No.

Hall-Graham Vows
Are Made Known

Mrs. Graham was graduated
froth Lewisburg High School in
the class of 1.956 and is now a
nursing student at Murray State
College.

The Arts and Crafts Club will
.have a -luncheon at the Woman's
Club. }rouse on Wednesday, May
8. at twelve-thirty o'clock in the
Mr. Graham was graduated
-afternoon.
Reservations should be made from Murray High School in the
with Mrs. 0. C. Wells by Tues- class of 1954 and is now employday at noon. All members are ed at the College Cleaners in
Murray.
orged to attend.-

this coupon and handing it to your troop leader
before May 8!
-*
-*- *-*-

I suggest as a permanent name for the Murray

Activities

of 'Ass Ruth Houston, 812 Olive,
at seven-fifteen o'clock.
•• ••
The Cora Graves Circle of the
Wortian's Association of the College Presbyterian Church will
meet with Mrs. Karl Warming
at _eight o'cloclo.._ _
Tuesday. May
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. L. A.
Moore at two o'clock.
•.• •
The Delta Department of the
tortirray'lgoman's
at the club. house at seven-thirty
o'clock.
•• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven o'clock'.
Mrs. Henry Hilton Graham
••••
'GroupI of the, -CWF of the
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Hall Of
First Christian Church will meet Lewisburg annouhce the marriwith Mrs. Frank Holcomb at age of their daughter, Doris Eve-'
two-thirty o'clock.
lyn, to Henry Hilton Graham,
• •• •
son of Mrs. Hobart Graham and
Group H of the First Christian the late Mr. Graham of Murray.
Church will meet with Mrs. P.
The wedding vows were read
A. Hart at two-thirty o'clock.
in Corinth, Miss. on Saturday,
••••
March 16.

Arts & Crafts Club.
To Have Luncheon

Phone 433

4th & Main

Locals

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house on Tuesday,
May 7, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening.
Miss Ruth Sexton will be the
program leader and will present
Mrs. George Kimball who will
give a book review.
The hostesses will be' Mrs.
Matt Sparkman, Mrs. Jack Frost.
Mrs. Garnett Jones, and Mrs.
Harry Sparks.

•• ••
PERSONALS

Color, Rather Than Hints On Solving
Era, Counts More
Damp Basement
EAST LANSING, Mich. as
In Home Decortiang Here
are some hints on solving

NEW YORK SF1 —One decorating authority advises concentration on color, rather than on era,
in decorating the home.
•
Sylvia Link,. editor of a new
'book, "Color Guide to Home
Decoration" (Sterling Publishing
Co.), said color should be the
most important part of interior
styling.
Furniture of any period can be
mixed, if you use color properly.
It can tie different styles together, give the room life and
individuality, and even change
your _personality. It can lift your
spirits, make you happy and
vivacious.
Miss Link Said there is no bad
color when it comes to decorating homes. What might be outlandish to one person may be
the color which gives another
person's -hornet the- needed charm.
Miss Link said there is no color
fad...all colors are good. But
choose colors you like and can
live 'With. To be economical, confine the .boldest splashes to accessories. Then you can change
colors easily and cheaply.

Sylvia Link spent two
compiling the book—a manual.of'
ideas from 20 leading interibi
decoratorgiLi-Ige • look ttyises
against cgc.-oriCring each 14)
-om Tn
completely different color schemes. You may change colors
around—to give eac
room a
different tone—but k
tinuity.
.
To help you Alkalize color
combinations and ideas. the book
has 250 photographs of every
room in the house.lus summer
houses, and terraces. It also gives
ideas for attics and basements.
The book also gives general
rules for style and arrangement.
And, Miss Link pointed a tio
items pictured are available to
everyone. They are not collectors'
items which are expensive and
hard to find.
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food. Her answers to these are:
Food Superstitions
Water has weight but it, certainly cannot form tissue of any
Are Just That

LOS ANGELES flr —If you
believe .any of the following, you
the annual spring damp-base, are wrong:
ment problem from a Michigan
That you can lose weight by
State agricultural engineer.
not drinking water.
That aluminum cooking pots
"If a lot of water floods your
cause cancer.
basement each spring there is
That fish is brainfood-.
no easy solution," said George
That milk causes mucoly.
Amundson. "But, small amounts
That skim milk has all its
of water are often remedial."
food value removed. '.
Just mere dampness, he exDr. Cora Miller, assistant proplains, may indicate a need for
fessor of foods and nutrition at
ventilation. If this does not help,
the University of California. citthen one of the commercially
the above as dust some of the
ed.
prepared compormds-water- resuperstitions still common about
tarding coment Paint or compounds—may do the job when
faces should then be coated with
brushed on.
Method of application plays a an asphaltic material to give advital part in this operation, he ded protection from water penesaid. It considerable amounts of tration.
If this poses too much of a
water are seeping through, a tile
may have to be placed on the problem, it sometimes works to
outside of the wall near the bot- build up water-holding surfaces
tom. The tile needs an outlet on the inside of basement walls
in successive layers of felt and
for drainage.
The ether- basement-wall.--stir- jaaphsatir corstpoUntiS

Hardy Azealas

kind and therefore, cannot be
fattening.
Aluolinum pots have no connection with cancer.
Fish is good for you but it
won't help your brain. Probably
the belief started because fish
d'oes—coalaip iodine which is
necessary for your thyroid gland,
but so do a lot of other foods.
Milk does not produce mucous
although it does give the sensation of a film like that experienced in phlegm formation during a cold.
*kiln milk.- contains all the
nutrients of the original milk
except the fat and fat-soluble
substances.

VARSITY
Theatre

A GUY

A GAL AND
A DOG IV A STORY
YOUR HEART
REMEMBER*

— READY TO PLANT —

1.50

Each

Red In Color

Shirley Florist
Phone 188

N. 4th St.

Mrs. Virgil Bridges, M r S.
George Rhea, and Rheamond
Wright, all of Stella, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Hasten Wright in Union City, enn.. last Sunday. During the day they visited Reelfoot
Lake and viewed the Mississippi
River from several places near
Hickman.
•

vitu. ALWAYS

•

•••

Household Hints
By United Press
Use scissors to cut parsley or
chives.' Wet them to cut dates,
fie, marshmallows.

•

The average person is expected
to eat about 83 pounds of beef
this year.

colors of I
scanlandia!

The U.S. Department of Agriculture says that internal steam
helps cook potatoes during baking. Piercing the skin lets that
valuable stein escape. And the
best test for done-ness is to press
to see whether the potato is soft,
rather than jabbing it with a
fork

From the land of the Midnight 5un,
Catalina's clear porcelain colors that
shimmer radiantly at midday too ... and
show oft your lovely tan!

•

MIDNIGHT

See our new Catalina swimwear
collection soon

•

SHOW

`Dapper Dandy"
$14.95
Lastrz boy leg piped in satin
'Love Light"
$16.95
tastes topped with nylon strewn with jet
Norska"
$10.95
cotton Scandinavian Tapa print shcath

TONIGHT
STARTING AT

11:00 P.M.

•

1

14isten toWhat Its Silence Says I

IT'S SO HUMAN
— YOU'LL LAUGH!
SO HUMANLY TRUE
— YOU'LL CRY!

"CHILDREN
OF LOVE"

•

Every teen-ager
MUST see it.
Every parent
SHOULD

Littleton's

rver hear a motor car tell its own story?
Well, just get behind the wheel of a new 1937'
Cadillac-head for your favorite stretch of high,' iy-and listen!
Of course, the truth of the matter is that you
won't actually hear anything. For a 1937 Cadillac
in operation is as quiet as human skill and
;•igenuity can make it.
But imagine, if you will, all the wonderful
things the car will be telling you through the voice
of its own silence!
First of all, it will speak-and most eloquently
so-of the soundness of Cadillac styling. For the
car is so scientifically designed that even the
mrtsbing wind is reduced to a gentle whisper.

It will tell you of the genius of Cadillac engineering. For every aspect of the car's brilliant performance goes about its work in soundless harmony.
And it will reveal the care and the skill of
Cadillac craftsmanship. For even when it travels
the most neglected of byways, the car remains
wonderfully silent.
*
•
•
If you have yet to sit at the wheel of a 1957
Cadillac and hear this wonderful story for yourself,
then we urge you to delay no longer in doing so.
We hope you will visit your Cadillac dealer
soon'-spend an hour on the higliway-and listen
to the most eloquent message a motor car ever
delivered on its own behalf!

•

ii

VISIT YOUR AUTHORIZED CADILLAC DEALER

41
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block from college. Ky. & Ryan.
$0 per month.
ione 721 for
appointment.
M4C
¶

to these are:

t but it cartissue of any
cannot be

itiVe no con.
• you but it
am. Probably
because fish
le which is
thyroid gland,
ther foods.
oduce mucous
ve the sense! that experJrmation dur-

ains all the
original milk
fat-soluble

ITY

, newly
GARAGE APT, fur
decorated, couple only. 1101 W.
Main.. Phone 1698.
M6P

f
Se-lpr word fat. one day, minimum et 17 words for 50o -6. per word tor three days. Classified
•

FOR SALE

I

FOR SALE BY OWNER. Nice 2
bedroom home, has hardwood
floors throughout, electric heat,
nice utility room and garage
MONUMENTS
aSlached, redecorated inside and
out. Nice big lot, can be seep Murray Marble & Granite Works,
in North 18th Street or call builders of fine memorials for
1469-M after 1:00 p.m.
M3P over--halt celituty-.- Porter White,
Manager: Phone 121.
M27C

NOTICE

savant*.

Wanted"

BABY SITTER, full time for
two children. Call 2279.
ITC

Robert C. Moore, Administrator,
Murray, Ky., Sycamore Street.
All persons having claims against
said estates are notified to present them to the Administrator
and Executors verified according
to law, same to be presented to
said Administrators and Esecutors in due course of law.,
This May 1st. 1957.
R. B. Patterson, ClerkCalloway County Court,
Murray, Kentucky
1TC
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Down ,
Concord Way
Schools are slowly nearing a
close and most everybody will
be glad for a little while.
We are enjoying the lovely
weather, and we enjoyed the
holiday which "The World's Largest Fish Fry" at Paris caused
Henry County Teachers to get.
• My Buchanan students had the
privilege of seeing a horse shod
at the Buchanan School Work
Shop Thursday.

at home for the vacation.
We hear that Mr. and Mrs.
J. W- Cathey plan to teach in
Garden City another year. I've.
"done been," but I like home
sChoOls better.
Miss Sandra Spiceland, a forhner Murray student was to
participate last week in music
recital at the Olympia in Detroit. Five hundred boys and
girls were to play the same
songs at the same time.

IT WAS
LOUISVILLE It? -Archie Vick,
64, was. recovering
_Jewish
Hospital today from injuries- gam
fered -.Wednesday when he stuck
his head into an elevator shaft
to see if the elevator was corning.
The elevator, witch was descending, struck him on the
head.

It's sort o'Ionesome at our
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the neighConcord Corner, when and if
bors and friends for the love
the traffic toward the lake slows
NTIQUE FURNITURE. Walnut
and help they gave us during
down.
p leaf table and hutch, maMarvin Winchester sold his
the short illness and death of
ogany chest, odd pieces. Higdon
grocery stock last week to Aubrey
our dear husband and father,
Nursery,' +Sedalia Road, phoiie
•
Farris, so there's no one in our
'Mr. John D. Graham.
4106 Mayfield.
M3P
We want to thank Bro. Otis
Mr. Peyton Nance, our janitor, little store building now. We're
Jones and Bro. Paul Dailey for was entering his mare in the actually going to miss seeing
owned and operated by
TURKEY EGGS, $1 per oozen. LOOK Home Owners! 10 Alum WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, am
their comforting words and for Paris Parade and was having, the people who were accustomed
H. F. Barrow, 2 ralles east of windows, 1 door for $100 instal- no longer responsible -for-any
* MAX LOVETT-the ones who helped with the new shoes put on her for the to stopping in during fishing
Almo, Ky.
M3P led. Alum awning any size for debts incurred by Floyd Buren
* BILL ROBERTO
beautiful songs, the faithfulness occasion. The girls even put season, but we can't do every$17 up. Home Comfort Cc., 18th Stone from this date on. Signed
4th
Ph, 213
thing.
many
6. Chestnut
the
and
Whayne
Dr.
of
MALL CHAINSAW, model 11. and Main St. Phone 1303.
M4C Mr. and Mrs. Trellis Stone.
aside their balls and bats to
floral offerings.
Used
only
25
approsimately
take turns at horse back riding.
M3P
Rainey
bought
McClure
Floyd
May God richly bless each of
hours, with straight and bow SEWING MACHINES, Necch I,
We are so sorry that tragedies Lovins' house next to the Conyou is our prayer .
attachments. $250. Will trade for Domestic, Brother. Repair all FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
were last weeks headlines in the cord Garage, so Rainey Lovins
A.0.i.A40.41b
Graham
Mattie
Mrs.
boat, outboard motor, garden makes. %rite or call Alien's and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
Calloway County papers. We are is having a new house - built on
Mr. and Mrs. Hershell imagining._ ,the. air4,..A.
tractor or farm eckuipmsot . of iwin&siihint Ex., 21-0-.S.
ME4C FURNISHED OR UNfurnished 3
Stropd ljjaholstrx Shop.
Lb his Plttie---farm-- -adataining•-vIetty
eaSt OT-Murroom:'house
Pea- ind -Family-Aqual value. See Calton Morgan Paducah. -Dial 2-8900 or lidurraY
families of the two stalwart men Allbritten and Cecil Sills.
after
Low
ray.
2187
rent*
repphone
Machine
SEWING
SINGER
'Grocery, Concord Rd. Murray.
wilt) lay in the same funeral
MSC
phone 1091.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bucy are
M3P
•
CONFUSION?
'
resentative in Muray. For saleap 4:00.
M3P
home, dead from bullet wounds. rebuilding or renovating their
•
servite add repair. Contact Mt.
•
unto
live
we
We may think
DESTRUCTIVE TERMrlf
Mt. Carmel.
1952 MODEL 3/4 Ton Chevrolet A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
'NASHVILLE, Tenn. - V - ourselves, but we have it within house, too, near
1 WILLIS JEEP in good condi- truck, also 1951 Star Trailer with
3 ROOM UNfurnished apartment,
George Robinsons are next our power to bring much joy
The
M24C
2250-J.
If I could even house clean,
tion, priced reasonable. Herman air-conditioner
private entrance. Phone day 1975,
and
television.
door neighbors here. Each George or severe sorrow into the lives I'd du well, but now I haven'i
FREE INSPECTION
K. Ellis, Ellis Popcorn Co.. M6C 15-ft. Phone 1282-W,
M4P PUBLIC AUCTION. Nath Vaughn night 1656-J. Available April 15. Robinson is 30, has a wife who
of countless others,
time, and abon it will be too
M4C
two
has
falai (known as old Ira Barber
couple
each
and
is 96
hot, later too cold, so I may
.
Truly consecrated law enforce- not get around to it.
place) 4 riles 'Southwest of
chiteinett, a boy and a girl.
GOOD USED Gas Ranges, both DELUX Model electric stove, $50. Murray. 50 acre farm, house and UNFURNISHED apartment, one
ment officers deserve great ad-Licensed and Insurednatural and L.P. gas, Priced to See at 405 Elm St. Call 49 or 909. out buildings. This property will
miration, for upon their bravery
.We're so glad that, thanks to
Must reduce inventory stuck
M4
Puzzle
Yesterday's
and
to
depends
Answer
loanoften
aucwho
public
our safety
be sold for cash at
Lorene Swann's family
Sam Kelley
CROSSWORD
1111n used appliances immediately.
"Greater Love hath no man than ed her a walker, Mrs. Virgie
tion Monday. May 6, 1957 at
M6C
Phone, 441
Kengas, 105 N. 5th.
34-Fresh-grater
this, that he lay down his life Lovins after seven months is
ACROSS
ANTIQUE corner cupboard, white 1.00 p.m. at the court house door.
duck
M4P
a few steps.
take
to
his
for
beginning
friends.
metal cabinets, refrigerator, apt. George Hart. Auctioneer.
36-Shabby
mountain
1-HIgh
writ'oci.5
Friends of Mrs. Fannie Dunn
We hope Mr. Joe Montgomery
4-K nock
size gas stove, wardrobes; kitchBus. Opoortunities
37-ClanipIng
7-Splendid
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
will regret to hear that she fell who was "poroly" last week is
en, lib. and end tables, dressers,
device
12--lostnution of
40-Fruit cake
learning
one day last week and broke better by ,now, as well as all
desk, washstand, rockers a n d Administration has been granted
42-Owing
14-Boring. ion!
her hip.
Sick people.
4.3-Demon
chairs, couch, beds, springs, and by the County Court upon the
1-4-Feot lesr
44-Spanish
14-Depart
Mrs. Porter Elkins had to
innerspring mattresses, feather following estates:
monetary nrilt
17-flea II
spend last wek in the hospital
45-Alconquian
h.-urine
bed and feather pillows, bird Muke
Overbey, Dec'd., Mrs.
• Indian
ped
18-Ee
but is recuperating now at home.
cage and linoleum ruip. Can be Eunice L. Overbey, Executrix,
46-Think
21--Footlike Part
The hosintal was full of paet-Domes
21-01,1 (poet
seen any day after one p.m. at Murray, Kentucky.
001C1131e4t1
22-Female sheep
tients last week, yet we are
1207 W. Main St. Ph. 854. ji,14P Stanley Futrell, Dec'd., Mrs. Amleader
• 0•X SERVICE STATION
g3-contender In
well and still grumble over
:2-1;•,Itt/4111V11
bie Futrell, Executrix. Murray.
prolinUn
trifles. .
DOWN
ttered
r
siCm
63.-S
4th IL Pins Streets
24-Prophetio
Otley Farley, Dec'd.. Mrs. Liz.zie
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Lovins
64 -Portuguese
26-Command to'
Now Representing BMA l'n The
1-Perform
monetary unit
scarier (eolloq.)
Farley. Executrix, Murray, Ky.
Best Program Available
and sons of Michigan spent the
2-Siren
61,_rnno1nged
,
21-S1'..tr
ek
Murray Area!
2-Begged
•
Willie
moisture
Easter weekend with Calloway
'A.: Hale, Dec'd., Mrs.
20-Yelped
4-Crimson
With any Oil Company.
WOMAN TO BUY cream on
Murray, Ky.
6-Shining
Executrix,
relatives.
Hale,
Mae
Write
Saturdays.
Let Neil Etheridge show you how
Wednesdays &
6-Exasperatea
Only Sm▪ all Invetament.
We went to Stewart County
(cullief.)
517C Bettie Martin Beale, Dec'd., Treyou can get the most from your
Box 298, E% unsettle, Ind.
o
e s e
7
7-Sere on back
ton Easter, to see nieces. Mrs.
mon Beale, Administrator, Murof horse
insurance dollars with BMA pip,
Call ORVIS HENDRICK
Peggy Spiceland Hitits, and Miss
3
TWO LADIES to press dry clean- ray. Kentucky.
8-Regret
•
tection.
9-Open-mouthed
Gwendolyn Spiceland. teachers in
ing. Experience and high school
Phone 2373 (Office)
10-At no time
to III
0. B. Geurin, Dec'd.. Mrs. Gussie
5
Garden City, Mich., who were
11-Garment
education, preferred. Age 20-25. Geurin, Adminittratrix, Murray. S
Phone 1939-M
'
13-Malay gibbon
10
OF
.1
or 17,12-W (Residence)
Sputa Laundry & Cleaners.
Pir,
15-Of gray color
720'2 Sycamore - Murray
A
.e.
M4C ' Franklin Preston Moore, Dec'd.,
•
21-Worrn
' IS.
2,
126
22-Slave
HEAR HOW
23-ExpectatIon,
A
24
LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT and HEALTH • GROUP
s'f
26-Ceremony
27-Kiln
•
ill
a-Opening in
3, 31 55
ie. k.
/1,1i'
HOSPITALIZATION • MAJOR MEDICAL • ANNUITIES
fence
ill
81-Operat ed by
d. 3e
aG For
.•
treadle
112-Instruct
12-Change color tie
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Ivar• for herself. • She nod never hail all, Frank has something to say or the e.rtietroutti Csit-the me a .e
by Ernie Busheailinr
• tare in the world until she met about whom he marries."
NANCY •
knew and loved. He nao SeanaiStuart Young. an unemployed former
medical student Within five weeks
"If some smart girl doesn't navian coloring and „teattn.es._
tl..•y were engsged. Then Stilart was
up when his father very fair thick hair and deep ulue
arrested ter the murder of a v-iing snap him
WHY?
ra• mit t looking," Hazel retotted. eyes. But nis smile was leisn,
s irl. "Candy" Kendrick.
PLEASE TURN ME
friends and kin belie%ed Stuart to be -well, say the word and we'll put irresistible.
guilty. Hut they had •Iso !'.ought
She ran to him, both hands rotAROUND,
him to be a fortune hunter. Interested a flea in Deming s ear arid get
him away from here if Bert has stretched, but because of the tall
in %ors because of her wealth
AUNT
Nora had testified at Stuart's trial to push him out bodily. When it man who watched them ia.zil% ne
tat ted teen wth her on a picnic
•
did
arms.
ma
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her
the
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not
did
between
choice
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FRITZ'
to
comes
Hut
killed,
was
Candy
time
at -the
her 'AWAIT), Charles Deniine, More Deminas or you-"
not kiss her. After the Irn.g sepaMat he rad seen Stuart and Candy
"We can't do it," Nork said ration they had both ereinten on
jest 4•Ivre the supposed tune of the
happened near rergrettully, "though
heaven that moment in each Others
The mord.
✓
the Cmne.tieut inn run by Bert and knows 1 hate having him here arms, needed it as ree.ssuranee,
Ilaz.•I Huger. distant cousins of
Wiwi. Charles' young son. Fran*. when Stuart comes. But we've as reanimation.
was Bier.., and the haat druggist. all got to be available for quesWith an impatient look at the
Howard Ives, and Nora's aunt, Olive
Riddle. who had served as her Joint tioning. The case is to be re- man by the counter Stuart took
guardian with Lawyer -Finn- 'Black opened. That is why Finn is plan- Nora's arm and led her into the
until Nora rain, of age.
-living room. Bia even here there
As the story eontinoes. Finn has ning to stay."
•
phoned the inn to tell Nora that Stu"Re-opened." Ilazel Ilitger's was no real privacy. The north
ease
the
been
arimitted and
art has
end of the room opened ovith an
Is to be re-opened by police. While voice was curiously
•
Nora is awaiting a reunion with Stu"They won't bother you much," archway onto the dining room
Charles
thand
arrives
art. Cousin
where tables were being set by
Fists on staying. While Nora la wor- Nora said reassuringly.
;sille_scernrey.iae
ar
are;;n(t.;w
w i tma vt,
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"I don't mind for myself," two waitresses.
Stuart's hands were on her
said, "but you know how
ore brings her an envelope. In It is Hazel
a pi otograph of a laughing girl, Bert is. There isn't a more easy- shoulders, and at their touch
by Raeburn Va; Barer
signed "Luse from Candy."
going man in the world an long Nora relaxed, feeling safe, feelABBIE an' SLATS
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I, but tog
lit •':119that
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given
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he
meeting
the way they questioned him lard
ONE.. must see the photo- fall! Just because that girl sense of security.
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A FEVV MINUTES PASS... 1111111
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(UGH':)
graph. That was important. rented a horse from him at the
"It's queer," he said quietly.
GAPING-- WHAT DID SHE
TO GIVE HER BEST TO
MISS SCRAPPLE SAID YOU
WELL out putting it out of reach of the stables now and then and ex- "In name ways it seems like a
ITC.H;!
THE (GASP) ITCH.?
SA•/ ?
WHO-ABAGAIL
MIGHT REMEMBER HER
WHAT
earious proved to be more diffi- changed a few words with him. lifetime since I've looked at you;
SCRAPPLE? NEVER.
MORE CLEARLY
cult than 'Nora had anticipated. Well, we'll hops for the best." in some ways It might be yesterNOW'?
HEARD OF HER. GET
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Garry was as 'familiar with her She turned to Nora, smiling day. Do you still love me?"
IP SHE
RID OF HER,
was
words,
she
in
herself.
as
belongings
Nora did not answer
SAIDotoxe)...
-And I know you'll do your best
Even the mattress would not for him. You've always been fine only by her smile, reassuring and
serve as a temporary hiding place to us." She plunged headlong
because the nurse turned it every toward the door and knocked
"There's so much to say," he
day.
against it before she could get it told ,her, "but I've been thinking,
darlirtraLet's get married quietly,
At length Nora took down from open.
When the nurse returned half at once, said go away somewhere.
the wall a lithograph of a Parisian street scene. She fastened an hour later, Nora had finished Then weft have all the lime In
the photograph on the back. her bath and she Was nearly the world to talk."
She shook her head. "We can't,
Three was a tap on the door and dressed. While Garry brushed .ier
. with a guilty start she moved hair, Nora studied the pale oval Stuart." When she saw his exof her face in the mirror, the face pression. hurt and bewildered, she
▪,
away toward the window.
Hazel Huger came in with a Stuart would see. Her hair was cried out, "Oh. I want to. I do
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rush, knocking things over. Hazel ash blende, her eyes widely spaced want to. But they won't let
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His hands dropped and she felt
The brush caught In her hair.
working and cheerful.
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"Nora, we're so happy for you. and she glanced op in surprise, bereft. She looked anxiously into
at So glad." Site rushed on without aware that Carry's eyes were his face, seeing the change in
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??-WHAT'S THAT OODLY
EA LESS
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waiting for a reply. "Now what moving from aide to Ride as him. It wrenched tier heart to
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about the Dcmings? That's what though searching. They fell on see the light fade, the gladness
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Doors opened upstairs and she
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that Heft and I ceafnt on them that
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every year bet there', a limit. came up to encounter Noma; eye's; else, Stuart. I've got to warn you
FOR IT, DAD!!
When I think of Deming on the in, the mirror. For a long mo- before they come. Cousin Charles
v•ita,,,a stand alm..st swearing ment the two girls watched each is here."
The hard anger In Stuart's face
Mr. Young's life away, my blood other mutely, as though asking a
\4111.01
frightened her. She caught his
startled question.
boils."
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"I have my own Ideas about moment voices !mended in the dear. I understand how you feel
that. Frank," Hazel said sue- lobby: Finn very matter of fact; but it 'will only make matters
cinetly. "Deming wemld like to Stuart. eager and happy, de- worse," she pleaded. "And we
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PACE SIX

NORTH FORK
News

Nance. Albert Gallimore, Calvin
Paschall. Dolphus Paschall. Rudolph Ksy. Coyn Nance, Clyde
Nichols. lra Tarkington. Faylon
Morris. Wade Holley, Arlin Paschall, Fred Orr, Udie Fletcher,
A. B. Price, Cooper Jones. Mason. Paschall and Tellus Orr.
This certainly was appreciated
by Mr. and Mrs. Aman Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Susan visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wicker of Paducaa Sunday on their way horoe they
•

A friend in need is a friend
.indeed
Friends and neighbors
gathered at the home of Oman
Paschal l's Msuiday afternoon to
work -.for him. Mr. Paschall had
surgery three weeks ago. Those
helping with the work were: Doy
Colley. Leroy
Colley; Daniel
Paschall. Enloe Tarkington, Carnal Boyd. Hugh Paschall, Billie

— MARKET REPORT —

Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

-

April 30, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1162
.-- -S211.00-21.N.
Good Quality Fat Steers,Medium Quality Butcher Cattle. 15.00-19.00
15.00-22.00
Baby Beeves
11.00-13.50
Fat Cows, Beef Type
7.00-10.50
Canners and Cutters
15.00 down
Bulls
VEALS —
22.50
20.90
17.90-19.90
6.00-17.90

Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS —

17.25

180 to 240 pounds

Th• most profitable
I •v•r mad• was to

FRIDAY

ping pong balls for eyes - in
fact, his left eyeball still says
'made in Japan.' He kind of
speaks in a falsetto voice.
"But they're only part of my
job. I do a dog character, a
rabbit, Mr. Monkey, Mr. Teddy
Bear, Miss Pussy Cat, Mr. Tiger
-

visited Rev. and Mrs. Terry Sills I All
and daughter of Hardin.
Misses Emma Hooper of Furyear spent the , weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key.
Mrs. Ella Morris is some better IA
at this time after several weeks
illness. Visitors to see her over

egretti
an Be Most
Anything

I

and something we call Mr. Radio
Announcer - he speaks through
an old-fashioned radio

This year. more farmers are pi/ruing'
Err.bro Hybrid Seed Corn than eves
before Top ields, economical cost...
no better at any price.
There's an adapted Embro Hybrid
for every sod, clernate. maturity
and feeding requirement. Anuing
the mod popular are
EssiiR0 36— best for fertile soils
Evillit0 49—best orl porpose typo
&ASK) 95—best qv.ck-rosstvrosg.
all •04•
Es•BRO 101 -best for iens;loge
Eel1160 155W—best eane, on boas
ALSO US 13 ond seISSOVRI

CHECK
OUR
PRICES

FOOD GOES UP, FARMER LOSES

R. D. Key. hir!' and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and children. Mr. and Mrs.
By WILLIAM EWALD
Ceylon Morris and son, Mr. and
AVERAGE CITY FAMILY'S
United Press Staff Correspondent
Mils. Falph Gallimore. Mrs. 0ANNUAL FOOD COST ROSE'
NEW YORK ift - Gus Alleman Paschall. Miss Helen Huf- gretti is a
$500 TO $1.500 FROM
moose. He is also
fman of Paris. Tenn.. Mrs. Myrs a coconut, a
1947 TO 1956
clock,
grandfather
tle Kuykendall. Miss Bert Pas- a dog, a flower,
a
riddle-a-diddle
HOW THE $500 WAS SPLIT
chall and Bonnie Kuykendall of box and several
Detroit. Mich.
o geometric shapes. unidentifiable
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
Gus, who otherwise is shaped
attended the funeral of Mrs. pretty
normally, toils for the
Sunday
Bertha Aere Of Paris
"Captain Kangaroo" show, a CBSafternoon.
TV romp aimed at the kiddie
Mrs Limy Key, Mrs. Rudolph trade. Gus, 30: is
the puppetzer
Key. Mrs. Warren Sykes and. and animator of the show.
1 Susan were in Paris Tuesday
"Sometimes it gets pretty franfternoon to see the doctor. We tic." observed
Gus today. "I
re happy to say that Mrs. Sykes take on all these roles. but I
went back to work May 1 after have yp kind of duck
-waddle
-sieir.Ouncur•--ot,jOrnta -manilas, around-the sir
siti the camera
Mr. and Mrs.' Vester Paschall Won't catch me.
Over a few
and son were Sunday dinner minutes, I may have to
do a
the
Carmol
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
guests
THE FARMER seerns to be getting the short end of
bit insie our grandfather clock,
Boyd and family.
according to this; chart made from figures in rer
then crouch my way over to
Mr. and Mrs. Deck Story --cif our moose head, then jump
House agriculture committee's consumer study mu
back
Paris attended church at North in the clock, then head for our
Subcommittee chairman is Rep. Victor I.. Anfuao (Di
Fork Sunday and were dinner dog, or rabbit, or maybe, back
who said there will be an investigatisn of food Irv'
guests of Mrs. Iva Paschall and to the. moose.
VIIIM1011110111_,
11•11111
._
.
family. tell you, you not only need
Mrs. Hugh Paschall and son a lot of voices for this kind
are spending this week in Chica- of work, you've also got to
be
go with her parents, Mr. and in excellent physical shape."
Mrs. Cloys Martin.
Served Rootie Kazootie
Miss Gela Brown Orr of NashGus has bivouacked with "Capville spent the weekend with her tain Kangaroo" since the show
parents in Puryear.
pitched camp at CBS about a
Visitors over the weekend to year and a half ago. Before
and
Mr.
see Oman Paschall were:
enlisting with "Kangaroo." Gus
Mrs Vester Paschall and son. served as a writer and puppeteer
Mr.
Mr and Mrs. Willie Jones.
for "Rootie Kazootie," another
Jimmy Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Cletf TV epic slanted at the yo-yo
- Our
Grooms. Mr. and Mrs. Noel Far- set.
ris and son. Mr. and Mrs. Coyn
Although Gus usually isn't seen
Nance and Tel Orr.
on-camera (unless he mistakenly,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Paschall svadles too high. his charges
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Gay- carry'
-- -a-Targe burden of the
Ion Morris and son and Mr. and show. He may be the only perBELIEVES....
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore visited Mr. former in the history of TV BECAUSE HE
and Mrs'. Oman Paschall last to pass his working hours inside
of Keeneland Race Track should pay
gamblers
The
1.
Thursday night.
a clock.
share of taxes.
their
-Mrs. R. D. Key
'It's called 'Grandfather Clock'
and the,, clock is one of the 2. The primary election should be- held the first Saturday
LIVESTOCK REPORT
main characters on the show,"
in August.
ST LOUIS NAT'L STOCK- explained Gus. "I stand inside
YARDS qh - Livestock:
and work his eyes with my 3. State income taxes should be lowered.
Hogs 13.500 Fairly active. bar- hand and his mouth with my
rows and gilts 180 lb up about foot. I speak for him, too - he 4. Calloway County should get their share of roads.
steady; lighter weights steady kind of sounds like a horse.
5. County and State taxes should be payable the first day
to 25 cents higher: sows fully
Mr. Moog* Is Different
steady to strong, bulk U. S. 1
"Now, 'Mr Moose' is a little
of March instead of the first day of January.
to 3 mixed weight and grade 180 different. He's a puppet mode
to 240 lb 17 75 to 18 25. top out of my wife's false eyelashes 6. Three consecutive terms is long enough to serve as
18.75; sows U S. 1 to 3 400 lb 1Pitk old socks in his lining and
Representative.
down 15.50 to 16.25.
ModCatt'W-2.000 Calves 500
Let's elect a man who will represent the people of
cial 13.50 to 15.50. bull, steady;
erately active and prices fully
Calloway County. Let's elect a man who will repto
14
commercial
and
utility
steady to strong; good steers
high
vealers
choice
steady;
16.50;
working people, the people who earn their
resent
20.25 to 21, some 22: cows active
and prime 23 to 24; choice 20
and steady, utility and commerby the sweat of the brow. Remember when
living
to 22.
we vote for Charlie Lassiter we are voting for a
Sheep 900. Not enough earls
sales to test trend, god and choice
man who is sober, qualified, deserving and will
shorn lambs No. 3 pelts 21,
have any special interests to represent.
not
od and choice wooled lambs
50
22
to
22

ha

HVBRID

Charlie
Lassiter

v•

G-Hybrids again demonstrated their capacity to
make record full-field-yields, in this and every
other important corn growing area. And because
Funk's G-Hybrids are consistently good, year after
year-depend on them for full cribs and top profits on your farm. Plant your next crop to Funk's-G,

tool d
•

DRIVE-IN theatte
eery'. t./NUT
. 697'
av conacoAD no$4010

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

AiAftwaff momHMV"
,...plant

them!

Parker Pop Corn
Company
South Second Street

•

Murray, Kentucky

SERVING THE FARMER SINCE 1937

6
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DODGE SALES HIT NEW HIGH
1
IN LAWRENCE WELK 30-DAY
SELLING SPREE! WHAT SAVINGS!

IIRRA

7:15

START AT

It's
FULL-FIELD-YIELDS
that count!

The only true measure of any hybrid is how it
performs on ALL your corn-acres-not just on a
small, favored piece of ground. Last year, Funk's

LET'S ELECT

Maple Street

530

..,3,11957

The radar picket destroyer USS
Perkins was the first U. S. Navy
ship to draw combat pay during
the Korean fighting.

Farris Popcorn Company lewsMakets
Phone 337

M4Y

Make Money With Classifieds

REPRESENTATIVE
,

ENeeTO

—

TWO ACTION HITS !!

Shows Twice at 7:15•10:30

HAYDEN TUCKER WHELAN
RUSH 10R17 AREEN•
Scott McLeod

MG-Ms
DAflIG,saiTEDuli

OF WAR

SCOTT Iitc1100, State depart- ,
ment security chief whose nom!nation as ambassador to Ireland Is subject of Senate consideration. said he was "astonished at the furor" over the
(international)
appointment

•

•

HEY ALL YOU NIGHT OWLS!!
Plan now tO attend our big LATE SHOW
SATURDAY - MAY 4th 11:30 p.m.
.
"VALLEY OF THE HEADHUNTERS"
SUNDAY-MONDAY

Now You Can Get
Them In Murray

3

1

•••

FIRST RUN MURRAY!

TOE MEIN THE MILITARY MACHINE THAT BLEEDS!
ROBERT
RYANI

ALDO
RAY.,

"I hope all my friends will stop in
and join the swing to Swept-Wing!"

61 pages. select.ona from every
book In the B4ble. Wood cute.

There's still lime

y9ur Dodge dealer's during the big Lawrence Welk Selling

half a dozen ,n the palm of

thousands are taking advantage of mlume selling

Spree. Values have never been so great! People by the

your hand.
COMING

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

MAY 8-9

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

ANTHONY QUINN
'MAN FROM DEL RIO'

to get in on the sensational savings at

songs, devotions, large read
able type — yet you can h,de

- Red or Black

..S147.E.F27'• T/V7I'VG

year. Come in and see it! Drive it! Price it!

cover

SEE, STEER, STOP SAFELY' HAVE YOUR CAR SAFETY-CHECKED TODAY!

BOOK STORE
202 South 4th

* Now is the time to buy!

want to get in on the greatest ear buy of the

PRINTED POWER

.

* Volume sales, volume savings!

deals to join the swing to Swept-Wing. You'll

Price - 25e

Whet.

* Wonderful buys ... all models!

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.

4th at POPLAR

MURRAY, KY.
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